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While lockdowns were supposed to be temporary — initially just a couple of weeks to “;atten the

curve” — nearly two years into the COVID-19 pandemic, there’s no end in sight. Thanksgiving was

once again canceled in many parts of the U.S., and many government leaders again urged

residents to cancel their Christmas celebrations too. The latest "Omicron" mutation has given

bureaucrats additional reasons to unleash their power and raise panic.

What many still don’t realize is that the global response to the COVID-19 pandemic has little to do

with the spread of an actual virus, and everything to do with the planned global takeover and

implementation of a technocratic agenda known as The Great Reset.

Universal mask mandates, social distancing, business shutdowns, online working and learning,

and quarantining of asymptomatic individuals are all forms of “soft indoctrination” to get us used

to an entirely new, and unfathomably inhumane, way of life devoid of our usual rights and

freedoms.

The Other Klaus

Klaus Schwab is the founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum. Schwab

announced the World Economic Forum’s Great Reset Agenda in June 2020,  which includes

stripping people of their privately owned assets.

In addition to being a poster boy for technocracy, Schwab also has a strong transhumanist bend,

and wrote the book on the Fourth Industrial Revolution, a hallmark of which is the merger of man

and machine, biology and digital technology.

According to Winter Oak — a British nonpro[t social justice organization — Schwab and his

globalist accomplices are using the COVID-19 pandemic “to bypass democratic accountability, to

override opposition, to accelerate their agenda and to impose it on the rest of humankind against

our will.”

Greatest Wealth Transfer in History Is Underway

While the Great Reset plan is being sold as a way to make life fair and equitable for all, the

required sacri[ces do not apply to the technocrats running the system.

On the contrary, as noted by Patrick Wood in an interview with James Delingpole, the wealth

distribution and circular economies promoted by the technocratic elite will never bene[t the

people, because what they’re really referring to is the redistribution of wealth from the people, to

themselves.

Evidence of this can be seen in the decision to allow big box stores to remain open during the

pandemic while forcing small businesses to close, no matter how small the infection risk.

There’s really no rhyme or reason for such a decision, other than to shift wealth away from small,

private business owners to multinational corporations. More than half of all small business

owners fear their businesses won’t survive.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, the collective wealth of 651 billionaires in the U.S. rose by

more than $1 trillion (36%).  To put their current wealth in perspective, not only did the number of

billionaires in America swell to 745 during the pandemic, but their assets grew by $2.1 trillion.

According to the online newsletter Inequality, “The $5 trillion in wealth now held by 745

billionaires is two-thirds more than the $3 trillion in wealth held by the bottom 50 percent of U.S.

households estimated by the Federal Reserve Board.”

As noted by Frank Clemente, executive director of Americans for Tax Fairness, “Never before has

America seen such an accumulation of wealth in so few hands.”

That’s technocratic wealth redistribution for you. Ultimately, The Great Reset will result in two

tiers or people: the technocratic elite, who have all the power and rule over all assets, and the rest

of humanity, who have no power, no assets and no voice.

That the COVID-19 pandemic is a form of class war is also evident in the way rules are enforced.

While citizens are threatened with [nes and arrest if they don’t do as they’re told, those who lay

down the rules repeatedly break them without repercussions.

What Vaccines Have to Do With It

If you need more evidence that we’re in the middle of a technocratic takeover, look no further

than the mass vaccination agenda and the promotion of fake, lab-grown meat. Bill Gates, another

frontline technocrat, has repeatedly stated that we have no choice but to vaccinate everyone

against COVID-19.

Naturally, he’s heavily invested in said vaccine and stands to gain handsomely from a global mass

vaccination campaign. Technocrats are nothing if not self-serving, all while pretending to be do-

gooders — much like COVID Claus in our little video.

Eventually, your personal identi[cation, medical records, [nances and who knows what else will

all be tied together and embedded somewhere on or in your body. Every possible aspect of your

biology and life activities will be trackable 24/7. You will also be digitally tied into the internet of

things, which eventually will include smart cities.

All the different parts of this giant population control grid [t together like pieces of a jigsaw

puzzle. The global vaccination agenda ties into the biometric identity agenda, which ties into the

cashless society agenda, which ties into the social credit system agenda, which ties into the

social engineering agenda and so on.

When you follow this experiment to its ultimate conclusion, you [nd all of humanity enslaved

within a digitized prison with no way out. Those who rebel will simply have their digital-everything

restricted or shut down.

Fake Meat Is Part of the Reset Too

The rise of fake, lab-grown meat is a puzzle piece of The Great Reset agenda too. According to

the World Economic Forum, lab-grown, cultured meat is a more sustainable alternative to

conventional livestock, and in the future, we’ll all be eating a lot less meat. As noted on its

website:

“As the world looks to reset its economy, along with food systems, in a cleaner way post-

pandemic, one more sustainable solution coming to fruition is cultured meat … Cultured

meat takes much less time to grow, uses fewer of the planet’s resources, and no animals

are slaughtered.”

But don’t think for a second that this has anything to do with environmental protection. No, it’s

about controlling the food supply and preventing food independence.

Already, multinational corporations have taken over a majority of the global food supply with their

patented genetically engineered seeds. Patented cultured meats and seafood will allow private

companies to control the food supply in its entirety, and by controlling the food supply, they will

control countries and entire populations.

Public health will undoubtedly suffer from this dietary switch, as canola and sakower oil  are

primary sources of fat in these fake meat concoctions. Vegetable oils are loaded with linoleic

acid (LA), an omega-6 fat that, in excess, acts as a metabolic poison, causing severe

mitochondrial dysfunction, insulin resistance, decreased NAD+ levels, obesity and a radical

decrease in your ability to generate cellular energy.

Our LA consumption 150 years ago was between 2 and 3 grams per day. Today it is 10 to 20

times higher. If fake meat becomes a staple, the average LA intake is bound to increase even

further.

Make a Christmas Vow to Undo The Great Reset

The Great Reset is well underway, but it’s not yet too late to stop it. Enough people have to see it

and understand it, though. And then they must act. If we want to prevent The Great Reset from

destroying life as we know it, we must view civil disobedience as a duty. We must resist it from

every angle.

We must reclaim our sovereignty, our right to live free, to open our businesses and move about

freely. We must communicate with our elected leaders and demand they not infringe on our

constitutional rights. We have to engage in political processes and help educate our local sheriffs

of their role as defenders of the constitution. We may also need to support legal challenges.

A small step in the right direction that you can take right now would be to celebrate Christmas

like you normally would this week, and not allow the Klaus Schwabs and Bill Gateses of the world

rob you of valuable time with family and friends.

There are no guarantees in this life, and for many, this will be their last Christmas. So, spend it

well. Cherish life by actually living it and spending it with those you love. Refusing to give up our

humanity is how we resist The Great Reset.
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Wishing everyone a very Happy Christmas! I think there are many positive elements to this year 1. Some discovered for the [rst time

that they had children. 2. Many found out exactly who runs their Health Care system 3. A fair few began to research who runs the

country they live in. 4. We all found out about what freedom means. 5. Those who can think...did... and maybe even more so than

before. 6  We began to question everything (if we hadn't previously)  our history, our politics, our economics, our 'leaders' and above all

what sort of life we wanted to live. I see this as a year many people began to awaken from a life of sleepwalking, where the idea of

going out to work, to earn money, not seeing their families for hours a day and engaging with their children or parents only at the

weekend was no longer 'the norm'.

This year people freed themselves without knowing it, they were forced to look at themselves and their relationships to everything

around them and either decide to cave in or become proactive. In some ways it has never been easier to see the World and people as

they really are, warts and all, the ugliness of those who have no interest in the truth but only in money and power over others and the

beauty of those who have been prepared to speak out in honesty and lose both the latter for the sake of others. Support local small

business, stop feeding the greedy beasts and look forward to the 22nd when Drosten's pcr test gets hung out to dry. Above all  hug your

family and if they still are, your friends and celebrate what it is to be a human and humane. Santa is alive and well and ready for the [rst

of the greatest tort court cases ever.
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Yes, Sue this humanity is in need of all the positive aspects that you hopefully and correctly are naming. A great red ;ag for the

Great Reset and especially for BigPharma. This false pandemic has also strengthened solidarity, because the virus has also

stimulated acts of kindness around the world. Two New Yorkers gathered 1,300 volunteers in 72 hours to deliver food and

medicine to elderly and vulnerable people in the city. Supermarkets have boosted food deliveries to non-pro[t organizations to

feed the unemployed, including the middle class. Supermarkets in various corners of the planet, created a special "time of the

third age" so that older consumers and people with disabilities have the opportunity to buy in peace.

Many people also donated money, shared recipes and exercise ideas, sent encouraging messages to self-isolating seniors, and

transformed businesses into food distribution centers. Many people have taken the opportunity to reconnect with friends and

loved ones over the phone or video calls. These and many other actions show that positive aspects have happened. Hopefully,

after this false pandemic, people increase their kindness and solidarity and strengthen people's reaction against domination and

tyranny so that we can remove all red ;ags, including those on the beaches, to be able to sunbathe, bathe and enjoy the sea

breeze, walking along the seashore. Yes, let's hope that the culprits of this crisis will be tried for crimes against humanity.
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I agree with you. The pandemic has a silver lining.
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Yes, I so agree.  There is also a movement of parents pulling their children out of the public educational system because they are

experiencing what their children are learning.  In one county in Va, they lost 9,000 students since March.  So this in my mind is a

huge win.  But Everybody, Merry Christmas, blessed in Joy.  Find joy.  Live Joy.  In joy we [nd our peace.  And let’s all continue to

[ght for freedom. And for those who are Christian; we say that Jesus is the reason for the season.  But think on this why did

Christ come?  What His reason for the season?  It was mankind.  We are the reason for the season.
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Beautiful comments and of course, Merry Christmas!
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Point by point, beautifully worded, Sue. Ya hit the bullseye of my heart in these dark days before the dawn. Blessings to one and

all here at Mercola.   www.youtube.com/watch
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I agree! Thank you for the lovely and heartening post Sue. Merry Christmas!
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Maj5710
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This is so well written!! Totally agree with Sue's statement. I just wish people would pay more attention to both sides of the story.

In short, my question is why opposition leaders in our governments are not  supporting the researchers who dare to speak up,

challenging and informing the public more re the PCR tests.
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Brilliantly said, Sue.
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jpd7223
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Hello all you beautiful souls and fellow Light Seekers/Light Warriors. I have been part of the fabulous Mercola community for

many years now; I try to read the newsletter and articles daily. And although I never read the Comments section on any other

media, I have always read the comments below Mercola's articles. I have never commented, until today. Sue, your words touched

my heart and made me happy, hopeful. You captured the sentiments of this past year and current world 'situation' so beautifully

and accurately. So embracing of all. It seems many seem to have been impacted by your words, not surprisingly. So... to you, to

All of you on here, and to our beloved Dr Mercola, may you and yours be protected from all evil, blessed, provided for, in great

health, and always guided by the Divine. Our positivity and desire for Truth and Freedom - with Love and Compassion connecting

all the dots - WILL rid our world of the injustices, the oppressor/oppressions, all the unkindness. Much love to each one of you.
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I add my agreement. Those technocrats who are trying to do the Reset are going to [nd out what it is like to be really lonely.
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Thanks Sue!  I feel better thanks to you!  Such great points to remember.  You are a wise one.
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Suzanngold
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Thank you...you are a breath of fresh air.

❤
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balhawk
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Exactly, Sue!   I'll like to add that "conspiracy theories" have been aired far and wide, putting the onus on the powers that be to

prove them wrong.
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Another Year Without A Family Christmas?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Thanksgiving gatherings were discouraged once again in many parts of the U.S., and many government leaders are now urging residents to

cancel their Christmas celebrations too

)

The global response to the COVID-19 pandemic has little to do with the spread of an actual virus, and everything to do with the planned

global takeover and implementation of a technocratic agenda known as the Great Reset

)

Mask mandates, social distancing, business shutdowns and online working and learning are all forms of “soft indoctrination” to get us used

to a way of life devoid of our rights and freedoms

)

While the Great Reset plan is being sold as a way to make life fair and equitable for all, it’s really a wealth redistribution scheme that

transfers wealth from the working class to the technocratic elite

)

The mass vaccination and boosters-for-life agenda are part of the technocratic coup underway)
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The psyops continues; unabated! I (used to) love the Christmas season; although, as long as humanity is under Medical/Techno

Tyranny, I can not get into the "spirit". The retail stores are all playing music and putting up decorations as if everything is normal.

"Keep your distance and wear the muzzle; and have a great Christmas!"  We, at this point, are as far from normal as it gets. That

being said; I will be going outside Christmas day and enjoying the temporary peace, no matter how much rain or snow we get. In

BC, one of the latest "restrictions" to "protect" us all is; you can have up to 5 or 10 friends and/or family members in your home

for Christmas - as long as everyone is "fully vaccinated"!  If anyone is interested; I believe that this is one of the most recent

update with Reiner Fuellmich: The video quality isn't great; but it's the content that's important.

www.bitchute.com/.../2ktsoHULV1xD  

Most people seem to be missing a very important aspect of the nanobot shots (elephant in the room!). Just as these evil

corporations own the genetically engineered "food" through their patented processes. They now own any human who was foolish

enough to fall for this global psyops and have the "self-assembling nanobots" injected into their bodies...sorry, for those of you

who did. Big Pharma; the military, etc., now have the "Intellectual Property Rights"  to your body and can now do whatever they

want to you! Santa Klaus did say that "You will own NOTHING". He meant that literally! I realize that this is a scary thought and

ditcult for most people to accept. I have this "character ;aw" - I choose to tell the truth; no matter how "scary" it is. I'd much

rather be scared by the truth; than by the lies!
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Additionally, take steps to strengthen your immune system.  The following offers a roadmap for how that can be accomplished.

An article titled "Prevention and reversal of chronic diseases: A protocol" has been published recently in Public Health and

Toxicology, and is available Open Access at the following link:

(www.publichealthtoxicology.com/Prevention-and-reversal-of-chronic-dise..  ).  While the methodology has been tailored to three

speci[c diseases in past studies, it is general, and can be readily tailored to any chronic disease.  Equally important, based on

two recent studies showing strong commonality between chronic disease contributing factors and COVID-19 contributing factors

(pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../;  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34779496  ), the methodology may be applicable to prevention of

infectious diseases (including COVID-19) as well.
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GREAT post!  And so very true.  The words I’m holding onto are “Hope is Alive!”  And what you posted speaks of hope because we

see.  Merry Christmas to you Sue.
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Very well said! We have all had to evaluate a lot of things the past couple of years, and anyone with any common sense should be

able to see what is really going on here. This nightmare is winding down the longer it is drug out the fewer people pay attention

to it. You can see it everywhere now. You can keep some of the people down, but you cannot keep them all down. Merry

Christmas to all and to all a Wonderful New Year.
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Is it possible The Davo$ Crowd, Gate$ & Fal$ey overplayed their hand?  We have had many comments about events leading up to

the Reset Scamdemic, and its opinioned they only got the date wrong. It was two, three years too early? Maybe not. As long-time

followers here know there has been ever increasing heat put on the Predator Falsey Machine & Big Pharma concerning vaccines

& the larger growing awareness something smells, feeding what the Predator$ call Vaccine Hesitancy.

A Freedom of Information Act of Falseys records shown in Kennedy's book has a copy of Falseys March Madness Basketball

Brackets with diseases instead of teams. At the end, the GOAT winner, Corona Virus. Did the ma$ter geniu$ of $cience feeling

the need to overpower a call for proper science screw up and jump the gun? When Falsey looks like he chose Corona, did he

inadvertently screwed up because the very virus he chose turns out to be most likely a Gain Of Function already made illegal here

with even the military pushing the decision to shut it down. (Oh, & it wasn't, just change the de[nitions & move to China.)

With choosing a bug exposing all his dirty [ngerprints & vicious tactics, albeit, taking longer than we would like, he has exposed

so much on a larger scale than any of the Predator$ would want. (Is this why Gate$ has gotten ???'s about Pedophile Island?

Fraudci gets increasing heat and pinned down in Congress? Every positive has a negative, every negative has a positive.  Enjoy,

something also a possibility. www.youtube.com/watch   Merry Christmas to all and a Happy New Year when we have our very

own reset, resetting a Permaculture Regenerating the Foundations of LIfe, Healthy Soils, waters, air, microbiomes, Life forms

across Our Garden, for healthy foods creating healthy peoples who can function properly as individuals to create Healthy

Society's.
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Thank you all for your lovely comments! Considering I posted this last year, how much has changed and how much has come to

light. The court cases I mentioned have ballooned, some were kicked down the road but are still on-going and a landmark case

over deaths in care homes was launched this year in the UK on the shortest day,  signi[cantly as we head back towards the light.

From a personal point of view I have felt frustrated at times by the attitude I can only call 'shrugging', as if there is nothing we can

do as individuals with the premise that we just might as well sit down and wait for what is coming. Well it will come if that's all we

do.  We are not just an amorphous group of clones, as are those who fancy themselves as governing us and each of us has

something signi[cant we can do to push back, whether it is by growing and raising food, sharing produce or writing to our friends

and families, buying local, using cash, truly recycling and reusing, changing banks, sharing crucial information... the list goes on.

This year I've decided to sing out, I've made a short [lm for all my nearest and dearest, it's a bit of craziness at Christmas and it

has a personal video that goes before it for each. I've also put it on my channels because I know people watch my stuff because

it cheers them up - they tell me so and it's what has kept me creating when at times I've felt like we were living in a bad B movie.

Anyway here it is with love to all of you on here, who share so much vital information and already do your part towards getting us

out of this and also to Dr Mercola who has repeatedly stuck his head over the parapet and knows we have his back

www.youtube.com/watch  Just Steve - Dr Fuellmich was told this coup was planned for 2050 but it was brought forward my

guess because some of the players are getting very long in the tooth and want action now, also that their children are not so

keen? Sing out and hang those stockings!
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Very well said Sue!  I see little sparks of light joining together and shining brighter as more and more people awaken and push

back against tyranny.  Hold the line.  Keep the faith.  Stay positive.  The Truth will come out and those on the side of goodness

will prevail.  Happy Christmas to Dr Mercola and his staff and all the wise and caring contributors to this wonderful site.  You are

all so important.  Thank you all.   Finally, here's something that might make you smile, about the new rapid test kits that have just

arrived from China: twitter.com/.../1
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Do you think that the driving force behind the extremest left is “misery loves company”? They seem to be a class of people who

have nothing and despise those who may have anything, including happiness. They do not smile, do not know how to have civil

conversation, they are just plain miserable.
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The one silver lining is we haven't been bombarded this year with guilt buy, buy, buy.
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Thanks Sue and Merry Christmas to you.  And to all the great commenters on this forum.  Your right epi-cure "We Shall

Overcome".   I had a beautiful dinner last night with my daughter, visiting from the SF Bay Area, and my friend Patty.   Here is a

repost of mine from yesterday.  Patrick Wood, Editor of Technocracy News and Trends says, "As 2021 closes out, I want to

encourage you to run toward the battle in 2022, to take every opportunity to push back, to not comply, to resist with all the

ingenuity that you can muster."
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Thank you Sue12Cross for your thoughts so well expressed. A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to everyone.  Chris.
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Good health, happiness and long life to everyone reading this.  I enjoyed the video and have been telling people to enjoy viewing

it. I'd like to be able to copy and share it. When I was a boy I used to look forward to the next Christmas but now I'm looking

forward to the last one. On the 25th of December I will be following Dr Mercolas' advice and fasting for 24 hours not just for

health reasons but to highlight the deaths, malnutrition and starvation of millions of people and their children from all races,

creeds and tongues.https://youtu.be/4YrfLnlrquo  These have suffered as a direct result of the lockdowns imposed by the

devious, power hungry, insane and ungodly.

The likes of wicked people, of the ilk, duckduckgo.com    as the  ill Bill master Gates and the Santa Saint Auld Nick Klaus (Satans'

claws) assisted by their devilish million minion helpers. duckduckgo.com  Ps I'm having venison burgers for a meal on the 26th

of December but no humbugs.en.wikipedia.org/.../Humbug        (Too much sugar...I'm sweet enough)

 en.wikipedia.org/.../Humbug     _(sweet)
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You are right on!  Have lost friends who now call me a terrorist because I refuse to get the jab. Either we stand up for our rights,

Our freedom of religion, life or submit to their control.
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Ice Age Eugenics and Biodigital-convergence Now.info Situation Update, Dec 22, 2021 (Parts 1 and 2) - Harvard scientist Charles

Lieber, graphene Neural Lace [brain/5G interface/connections] nanowires, DoD, CCP, Wuhan, covid and vaccine bioweapons

www.brighteon.com/37bd11cd-701d-4d52-96c3-eeba54d9914b  ~

www.brighteon.com/206d9961-2847-438e-91de-1b7d8778de91  Be grateful for the current availability  of truth and pockets of

internet free speech and that since you are reading this that you will likely be a remnant and at least survive the early battles in

this covert war ... much thanks Herr Doktor Mercola, Cheers;) COMING SHOWS --- Alan Watt Redux Saturday, Dec. 25, 2021

"Cutting Through the Matrix" with Alan Watt Redux (A Blurb, i.e. Educational Talk From the Past - Alan's x-mas shows will remain

evergreen and they were some of his most heartfelt... likely to moisten you up)

www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/.../currentEnglish.html
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Good post Sue agreed with your positive outlook for the most part. Unfortunately when one is around like minded it’s hard to see

just how many deluded people there are. This is a  spiritual war and for the Jesuit psychopaths who own the media and  have

in[ltrated all areas the game has just begun. I do agree that this has been an opportunity for many who were sleep walking and

accepting the grind without question to take a new improved path but most seem to want desperately the old rat race back since

that slave life is comfortable enough for them and that’s all they’ve known.

The media also is scaring these people to jump through the ongoing loops in order to participate in  what many still feel they

need in life. Santa is another one of their fairytales that has morphed into a commercialized  frenzy and somehow most

westerners don’t question the inequality of this man “Santa” more like satan who leaves  poor people with little to nothing. The

courts are owned by the Jesuits/ Roman Catholic Church just look at the black robes of the supreme court justices a mix of

Catholics and Jews. Research the Jesuit Order/ Ignatius of Loyola/ Pope Francis aka Jorge Mario Bergoglio(201)who lives in

Suite 201 in the Domus Sanctae Marthae (201)in Rome.
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The Christmas story provides a counter-narrative to the wearying mantra of mainstream media with their onslaught of "reporting" on

"surges" based on the ;awed PCR testing which they refuse to report on (I've emailed Wall Street Journal reporters repeatedly, with

evidence, on these and other topics; nothing will change). This Sunday, the 4th Sunday of Advent, we heard the Annunciation story, in

which the angel Gabriel (Mighty one of God in Hebrew) states, "nothing is impossible for God," and on Christmas we read stories of a

vulnerable infant, born in ditcult circumstances, who will go on to become, for those of us who are Christian, the "Anointed One of God,"

the Messiah whose sacri[ce defeats death and brings the promise of salvation. The "Prince of Peace" whose teaching and ministry

provides the ultimate model of love and how we ought to live as a human community, will prevail over the false gods of technology and

technocrats.

Those who exalt themselves will be humbled, and the humble will be exalted--these words attributed to Jesus in the Gospels stand

strong in my heart; no governor, mayor, or any other corrupt politician or technocrat has the power to literally "cancel" Christmas.

Though I often [nd myself joining the psalmist in asking "how long?" (e.g. Psalm 13:2-3), suffering is inevitable but the truth will prevail

and ultimately set us free. Regardless of one's beliefs, most of us share a common bond as humans naturally attracted to goodness,

peace, and love. We must [ght; we can never lose hope.
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Thank you Dr. Steve for your words of love and hope, Yes, against the evil of tyrants, against the lies of a world dominated by

greed, in these parties we need empathy, wisdom, kindness, gratitude, solidarity, commitment, generosity , bravery and courage

and much hope, love and faith in our hearts so that with courage and courage humanity may recover the divine inspiration of the

Creator Biblical hope is an application of your faith that provides a con[dent expectation of the ful[llment of God's promises.

Along with faith and love, hope is part of the permanent characteristics in the life of a believer. “So we do not lose heart. Though

our outer self is wasting away, our inner self is being renewed day by day. For this light momentary akiction is preparing for us

an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison, as we look not to the things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For

the things that are seen are transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal ”-. 2 Corinthians 4: 16-18
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So agree!  Thank you!  Also if you believe the Letters in Revelation are to every age....oh boy ... may we who believe be over

comers and not swallow the cool aide that puts man a head of our beliefs.  As with most here...our right to choose for ourselves

is the most important freedom we have.
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Thank you, Dr. Steven. "You can't fool mother nature" or God. God will not be mocked and those who do, will get their just reward.
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Thank you Dr. Steven. This was beautifully written. Merry Christmas!
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Wonderful post; just what I have been thinking about Christmas and the "REAL MESSAGE" of the story. Unfortunately, our woke

Archbishop Wobbly (as we call him) had a go at the unvaxxed for being immoral. Perhaps he should consider that DNA

technology might be contrary to God or Nature's plan! Wishing you peace, light and love over the season.
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Dr. Steven, I’m with you - HOW LONG, O LORD?  I believe it will take a Divine intervention to really  open eyes and turn things

around, and I believe it will be happening soon.  Be of good heart! Stand [rm!  Trust in His Plan! Blessed Christmas to all.
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AMEN!!!!!!  However I also ask How Long?  at 81 I am not sure I will outlast this tyranny.  God has saved me from terminal cancer,

heart surgery, 2 falls so I feel that He must have something planned for me, just wish I knew what.
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There’s nothing quite like a traditional Technocratic Christmas.  On Christmas Eve, wandering carolers roam from house to house, the

singers in standard, contact-traced formation de[ned by an inviolable six-foot germ-free perimeter, singing their hearts out through

masks and visors.  In the homes, the joyful people, captivated by holiday spirit, play the usual game of trying to guess which chorus of

muked sounds are suppose to represent which carols, doing their best to pretend they don’t all have the same sound of people

shouting through pillows.  Appreciative listeners  pass warm mugs of high-fructose corn syrup out to the singers, lovingly delivered by

long poles passed through windows or doggie doors.  

The next morning, heartfelt gifts are exchanged, each selected by Alexa to guarantee they comply with all possible directives of

political/gender/racial correctness.  Little Johnny wanted a train set but instead loses social credits as a preemptive lesson about

carbon footprints.  Sally receives dreamy posters of Fauci, Gates and Klaus Schwab to put up in her bedroom; A.I. has already

determined she will be serving the pharmaceutical arm of the state when she grows up.  Dad receives an assortment of booze to blunt

the pain of having lost his non-essential business.

Soon the relatives and neighbors will be stopping by for a sumptuous feast of lab-grown deli items; grandpa will carve the “Impossible”

turkey [lled with mom’s famous glyphosate stutng.  The visitors all remain out in the cold, but everyone picks a window from which to

peer into the festivities or else brings their own plexiglass barrier.  Pain signals ported directly via Neura Link offer gentle reminders to

obey all regulations.  A video of a [replace adds to the holiday joy; pine-scented Remdesivir [lls the air.   As the sun begins to set, the

faint glimmer of the visitors’ tattooed immunity passports begin to glow, lending a festive lighting to cap off a magical day in a magical

season.
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Yes, David, we need to be with our loved ones and enjoy all the good things in life, with real food, we do not want the Great

Reboot because it represents the opposite, the loss of the true values and freedoms of human nature. The other Klaus (Schwab),

the founder of the World Economic Forum, brings us gifts laden with viruses, a new obsession with cleaning, masks,

con[nement, which will mean especially the creation of new forms of packaging that Amazon will carry out with robots, while the

class female worker is exploited and enslaved and companies are ruined to strengthen monopolies. No celebrations because you
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class female worker is exploited and enslaved and companies are ruined to strengthen monopolies. No celebrations because you

should continue to be afraid of the virus until we are all vaccinated.

In this context of Davos planning, three industries in particular will ;ourish in the post-pandemic era: big technology, “health” and

“wellness” with arti[cial intelligence, sensors and wearable technology will shape who we are and how we feel and toxicity of all

the ingredients that we consume that will be synthetic. We do not need this cybernetic narcissism we want to enjoy life simply

enjoy life as humans, as people with a soul with the desire to live with empathy and love, not worshiping machines. With the

Great Reset, everything will be handled by the elites, from government, energy and [nance to food, medicine, bins, police and

even the way we interact. The proposal is to take advantage of the pandemic of the crisis created with a false pandemic.

Tessa Lena sums up the purpose behind the call for a global "reset": “The mathematical reason for the Great Reset is that thanks

to technology, the planet has become small and the economic model of in[nite expansion is bankrupt, but obviously, the super

rich want to remain super rich, so they need a miracle, another bubble, plus a surgically precise system to manage what they

perceive as "their limited resources." tessa.substack.com/.../great-reset-dummies
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The WEF wants in this global transformation the strictest corporate control over the food system through technological

solutions. To do this, it has partnered with the EAT Forum, which will set the political agenda for world food production. In the

book, “The Planet Belongs to Everyone” Vandana Shiva takes on the Billionaires Club Gates, Buffett, Zuckerberg and other

modern "Mughals", whose blindness to people's rights and the destructive impact of their construction of linear progress, they

have wreaked havoc around the world. Their determined pursuit of pro[t has antidemocratically imposed uniformity and external

control over [nances, food, energy, information, healthcare, and even relationships.

Basing his analysis on little-known and explosive facts, Shiva exposes the 1% model of philanthro-capitalism, which consists of

deploying non-responsible money to circumvent democratic structures, disrupt diversity and impose totalitarian ideas based on

One Science, One Agriculture and One History. . Vandana Shiva claims the "resurgence of real knowledge, real intelligence, real

wealth, real work, real well-being", so that people can claim their right to: Live free. Think freely. Breathe free. Eat real food."The

Great Reset is about maintaining and empowering a corporate extraction machine and the private ownership of life." - Vandana

Shiva
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DAM GOOD!  Excellent
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An interview everyone may want to listen to, seems Jermy (from Jerm Warfare) in South Africa broke this longer assessment in

late November, JERM'S INTERVIEW WITH NICK HUDSON AND DR. CLAIRE CRAIG: JUNK-SCIENCE & WORTHLESS PCR RESULTS

and most missed it in the US, over our Thanksgiving holiday. He interviews Dr Claire Craig from the UK - who is working with Dr

Mike Yeadon, and Nick Hudson from Panda  - who has been working data analysis (charts and graphs for various regions around

the world) with Ivor Cummins. Quite illuminating. Dr. Claire discusses how the pcr test worked at [rst, but by fall, usage had gone

awry - they assume this was not planned, they discuss how ditcult it is for anyone to admit a mistake was made...and they

discuss what may happen when more people wake up. Here's the link: www.bitchute.com/.../FFwj4Yqd5XcH
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thank you!! THIS is the reality-not this sunday school crap everyone is posting
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David; I'm seeing a lot of creativity there! Also; the 'accuracy' borders on scary! I suppose it's all moot, as Christmas has been

cancelled by the Grinch.
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Brilliant satire. Love it.
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You describe a nightmare I do not occupy nor ever will. That is NOT why we have been put here.  Yes, those ideas and

perversions encroach more and more. Too bad. I simply refuse to bow down to them.  Unless millions billioins more do the same

the wretched eistence you describe will come upon us. I for one am convinced far too many will balk at that scenario, and refuse

to enter it.  Of course, "they" have soid evidence that the vast majority will indeed blindly follow the lemming ahead of them, right

off the proverbial cliff.  HOW can I be so certain of this? Consider how many STILL wear the morse than useless mug nappies

everywhere. I even see people driving alone in their car, windows up smug mug up, dul diapered.

It was never about some virus and its risks. It was all about sit down shut up rol up your sleeve, keep six feet apart, close our

business, don't socialise, don't even attend church meeting. No parks, no outddor activities (the best ind.... )  trails closed, no

birthday parties, no restaurants, no meetings face to face, read the news and tremble, cause its a gonna git worser'n worser Yep.

And I gots me a chikkin can ;y to the moon and back in a week, all by herself.

Sorry gummit shumps. I had four years of premed biology and chemistry at one of the mremier medical schools in the nation. I

can't be fooled by their pap and propaganda.  I saw the whole thing coming. inn October. Of 2019 yes, before the [rst admitted

case landed in the US. I KNEW they were gonna try one more time to make this "the real thing" like thay had with so many other

"its gonna kill us all" diseases.  Like the little German kid cried wolf [ve times too any... and no, this last time with the WooFLew

is NOT the "real" wolf. One more  toothless fangless clawless critter.  I think ou rhost here smelled the fraud in the air too as he's

been doing his best to expose the lies and fraid from the git go. And it has cost him dearly. along with others who have stood fast

upon the truth.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM
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This is INSANELY funny! If not to be true!  

😂😂😂😂😂

  i have to share this!! Thanks!!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Darzoum, brilliant as always, been missing your efforts. Just so folks know, the microchip is here, ready & waiting for the suckers

to line up. www.youtube.com/watch  And here is Fraudci learning his craft at his [rst job.

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWBV1JUNlQ8&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM
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Brilliantly written.... and the worst part is, the sheep would embrace this lifestyle entirely.
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en.wikipedia.org/.../Hard_Times_Come_Again_No_More  https://youtu.be/4YrfLnlrquo
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Gui, Re: tessa.substack.com/.../great-reset-dummies . The feeding machine Charlie Chaplin. What could go wrong? Here is proof

I read your links. https://youtu.be/UwahG1s4dqI .
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Oh so right except in my home and those of my friends.  we celebrated Thanksgiving with over 35 people, real turkey, ham and all

[xings which were homemade from homegrown foods.  No one wore masks, no one had vaccines.  we enjoyed our holiday and

no one got sick.  we are all still healthy.
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Well, William Gates has publicly declared that he wants to own all (!) of the money.  His peers haven't publicly commented on

that.  Maybe they plan on deploying their own armies of AI humanides and robots?  We had better win, or else!
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pie2634
Joined On 2/12/2018 12:41:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who is behind this ? So we are supposed to believe masks protect, tyrannical lockdowns do not destroy the working poor, small

business, entrepreneurs and starve to death hundreds of million of people or that mRNA containing luciferase enzymes tracers

Moderna vaccine  are good and healthy as mountain air. It is part indeed a conspiracy to force the whole Planet under a medical

eugenicist global tyranny. Naturally these people hate Christ. They hate anyone that believes that State or politicians or medical tyrants

are not their masters but their servants.

I truly believe today that what we falsely call US elites are for the most a lot like Jeffrey Epstein. Dangerous mass murdering

psychopaths. They are the same that are in bed with chinese tyrants and now even the evil Pope Francis which will probably the last

pope and has more to do with the evil money changers Rothchils Rokerfeller than with Jesus. 2019 was the year of THE BEAST. Gates

is just his poster boy. Legions of Demons mostly in love not with human beings but with technology and computers. You can spot them

easily, specially in bolshevik materialist brain dead USSA.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Sure... that square of paper you balance over your nose is going to protect you from all evil.   You don't have to take my word for

it.  Just ask your MD or local politician. When I see the social divide, I notice that many of the well-off people spending money on

silly luxuries have no sense of humor, no compassion and no original thought processes.  They are very good at conforming, not

rocking the boat and memorizing things, though.  (Not all well-off people.  Many self-made people think very clearly.  I know

some women who could afford fur-lined underwear, but such things are not their priorities in life.)  I have felt like I was in the

midst of zombies around people who are in denial.  None so blind as those who will not see.  

I also see this kind of behavior among many younger people whose total social experience has come thru their cell phones.

 Those who have never had to solve problems, rely on themselves or deal with adversity have not had an opportunity to question

much or develop coping skills.  Social promotions and safe spaces.  They wait to be told what to do. Some days, I feel like I am

surrounded by brain-dead zombies.
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM
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I agree. As Sue points out there may be good things happening, but are the bad things going to be able to be overturned. I think

we all have to be united in the thousands to take a stand and refuse all together to wear a mask and distance and stay inside.

They can't arrest all of us at once. If we don't I'm afraid this is going to go on forever. There are still way too many sheep with

their eyes and ears closed. No one will listen to me.................peggy
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM
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Well said. Call them what they are! I have come to think there is no way "they" are even human, or if they are, they are possessed

by and sold out to utter evil. The fact that a human would want to treat their fellow humans this way is unbelievable. I don't want

people telling me what to do, and I don't want to tell other people what to do. Just follow basic good values, the golden rule, and

treat each other with respect. We're all humans. No human has superiority over other humans, no human has more a right to

dictate over others than the ones they are dictating over. Why them? They could just as easily be one of the oppressed. Yes I'm

an idealist in a broken world... Thank God I know this is not all there will ever be.
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AureliaOana
Joined On 8/25/2008 10:57:44 AM
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don't forget about what you said....about the Americans being  number 1 in .....    if THEY don't wake up, it's all useless.....and they

won't....
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Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jen3070, the late Carl Sagan in his book “Cosmos” touches on to mammals and reptiles. He observes that mammals nurture,

caress and love their children, behaviour essentially missing in reptiles. To me, this offers an explanation to the conduct of the

entities in our world governments today; the brains of these cretins have not evolved from the mainly reptilian brain we are all

born with, most decent human beings progress to three stages of brain development and hence mammal behaviour. Evidence so

obvious in the fearful, unloving miserable world being created before us, but I hold [rmly on to the message on the pulpit of the

church of my younger days: “God is Love”. The truth will out, sooner or later.
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Ken_Learner
Joined On 12/16/2021 4:57:16 PM
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Hello Pie2634, These actions has been in the making for decades if not longer.  Obviously, these Controllers/Psychopaths are

enslaving all of us.  It was their intent thousands of years ago and they have been working towards this One World Order goal

through out history.  It is just much easier for them with digital technology, weapons of mass destruction, and biological,

chemical, and unknown to us, psychological weapons.

When people really connect the dots of WEF, CFR, Bohemian Grove, all these Non Pro[t think tanks that they use to evade tax and

further the NWO, and all the things we need access to is controlled at the top by them, then we will know we are slaves. The only

difference between now and their Great Reset (Great Enslavement) is that we no longer can even mount a defense because

everyone will be chipped and track and they can cut off your digital currency/social credit where they can isolate dissenters.

 They can also easily track everyone, group, and business associated with dissenters which they will be able to squash any

parallel economy.

You can’t even live off of the grid if you isolate yourself in the middle of a jungle because they can track you with the chip in the

body and they also make you dependent on the booster like diabetics dependant on insulin. Until, everyone wakes up and

overthrow the whole system and become their own Superman/Batman and not rely on others (Politician, Lawyers, and Heads of

Church) to [ght for them is when we all can claim back our Freedom and Rights. Merry Xmas to All.
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blarse1
Joined On 2/18/2020 10:45:35 AM
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We are celebrating Christmas. We’re having roast beef, homemade cranberry sauce, fruit salad. We’re exchanging gifts. We plan on

having the best Christmas ever. We will also remember the true meaning of Christmas
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you. I don't have any family; but I will be enjoying my Christmas just the same. I'm planning a great meal built around an

organic chicken. Another occupant of the house and I will have a real feast of a meal - without masks, distancing; or constantly

rubbing chemicals on our hands - and without fear of the boogeyman virus.
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blarse1
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Randy have a wonderful Christmas!!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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Good on you, and my family is doing the same.  Merry Xmas to you and yours!
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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Randy- Merry Christmas and consider us your family. Good conversations with people who comment here from all over the world

are your family. God Bless.
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AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!
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pie2634
Joined On 2/12/2018 12:41:45 AM
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headlinehealth.com/covid-19-ruins-testicles-massive-loss-of-male-ferti..   And soon a year without newly born babies. Get it now

? Its all part of the evil AGENDA 21 and the Rokerfeller Foundation CFR agenda.  I hope you understand we are dealing with the

BEAST.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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No Santa Claus is the least of our problems.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The spirit of the Antichrist has been with us for a long time. We are in the tyranny of the corrupt elites who want to replace man

with humanides, beings created without a soul. All the ambition of this diabolic power are vaccines and depopulation. They are

the narcissistic and psychopathic Messiahs, who work hard to destroy humanity to make us slaves of their desires. "Who

opposes and stands up against everything that is called God or is an object of worship; so much so that he sits in the temple of

God as God, pretending to be God. " 2 Thessalonians 2: 4. We are in a techno-fascism that wants people without souls, its

intention is to replace God and send the Antichrist. The spirit of the Antichrist will deny the need for God, and he will declare

himself the ruler of this world.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Gui; good post. The Bible makes it very clear, who the "God of this world" is; and for the record, I see evil everywhere I look - and

I'm not exactly looking for it!
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Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM
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@Guillermou.  "The spirit of the Antichrist will deny the need for God, and he will declare himself the ruler of this world." The

Antichrist can do all the declaring he likes, but he does not have the [nal say.  As I have said in the past, please, please, everyone,

read The Fisherman and His Wife.  Famous old fairy tale about a woman who wanted to be ruler of the unverse. LOL LOL LOL!!!

www.pitt.edu/.../grimm019.html   Happy Christmas, folks, and have a nice big Christmas dinner surrounded by a houseful of

family and friends.
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Joined On 2/6/2013 7:36:22 AM
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Thank you again Dr Mercola, for reiterating this information.  I love the Santa video, but very sad as it is soooo true!  I am still the lone

voice in my family and receive blank stares & arguments when I say I am NOT having the vaccine. Keep doing what you are doing Dr

Mercola.
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Sadly; you could show them all the "evidence" in the world - and they still wouldn't believe you.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I will be facing the same scenario at our family Christmas get together.  Hubby has already warned me to not say anything about

jabs and the organization behind it. My adult children roll their eyes and exchange glances when I mention anything. So sad that

they do not want to wake up. I am grateful that I have 1 grandchild,  but my other child seems to have problems conceiving. Her

hubby has had 3 jabs already  . . . I have gained so much information from Dr. Mercola and all the readers' comments,  but they

won't want to listen to my "ramblings".
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Joined On 9/22/2020 3:51:50 PM
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For those who disbelieve what is happening before their eyes, I can only say - WAKE UP.   The comment made by some only serves to

strengthen my view that some people are very easily brainwashed (stupid) and therefore unable to accept what is going on..  Yes, a lot

of what we are experiencing currently appears to be surreal;   unfortunately it is all too real.  These events are no longer in the realm of

science [ction.  If we thought 1984 was a nightmare, read Brave New World (written in 1931). What is now happening in the UK is

beyond disgusting;  in the States, they have that weasel Fauci and applied media censorship.  So much for Freedom of Speech. Let's

hope that the German Lawyers succeed in their lawsuit and garner so much publicity that the mainstream media cannot ignore it –

thereby bringing it to the attention of the sheep – that might [nally awake to the danger they are facing. We can but hope.
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I live in the UK.  This is an extract from the Mail on Sunday yesterday.   Often, it is the courts which nobly stand up to tyrants. Not

here. Last week, the Supreme Court refused to hear Simon Dolan's last attempt to get judges to review the Government's

shocking abuse of the Public Health Act 1984 to seize tyrannical powers, and hang on to them. It wasn't just that they did not

support Mr Dolan's case. They would not even hear it. How can that be? Lord Sumption, himself a former Supreme Court judge

and a brilliant legal mind, has suggested strongly that the Johnson Government's use of the 1984 Act is beyond its powers. There

is plainly a case to be discussed. Yet Mr Dolan has been met with slammed doors and stony faces at every long step on the way

up to the highest court in the land.

Contrast that with the treatment the same courts gave to Gina Miller's two challenges to the Government – one over the EU and

the other over prorogation of Parliament. She won both. As it happens, I thought she was in the right the [rst time, and wrong the

second, but that is not the point. Both cases deserved to be heard and tested. Like Mr Dolan, she was disputing the Government's

power to act in arbitrary, bullying ways, which the law is designed to prevent. Our legal classes are supposed to be terribly

concerned about human rights and freedom. Yet when the Government introduces mass house arrest, destroys businesses and

tells us who we can meet and who we can hug, the judiciary says, 'not our affair'. The ejector seat is broken. I do not know how, if

the law won't help, we can lawfully get out of this horrible mess.
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The government has been controlled already.  Politicians and Judges have been bought and paid for before they even got to their

positions.   How can we expect to change the corrupt system that is under the control of these Elites/Controllers/Psychopaths by

playing with their rules?   The people collectively need to rise up and not wait for Superman/Batman or any hero to [ght this

battle.  This is everyone’s battle.  Everyone should be [ghting it and be their own saviour.  Once, a critical mass awakening and

action happens, then the order takers of the Psychopaths will not do their bidding.  The Police, Military, the Scared

Doctors/Nurses/Scientists/Media Heads, anyone who is involved can safely come out and join the critical mass.  

These people who have direct involvement can either remain to be on the side of the Psychopaths or come to the side of the

critical mass.  I believe the overwhelming majority of these order takers are afraid of losing their jobs/careers/life, etc. and is

coerced into towing the line and peddling the lies.  Give these people a shelter and they will expose the psychopaths from within

which will im turn wake up the die hard indoctrinated sheep.

When this is done, we can reform our laws and Economy, our ways of life that protects everyone’s freedoms and rights and to

oversee our own poultices so corruption and tyranny can be stopped at the initial stage instead of having it manifest into the TOO

BIG TOO FAIL Big Pharma, Big Agri, Big Data, Big Tech, Industrial Military Medical complex.  We need to be vigilant and have

checks and balance and transparency and to make our own decisions on policy with votes instead of voting for someone to think

and make policy for us.
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Read it and weep; it's even worse than you think. Fauci went to the North Pole and vaccinated Santa. Parents are falling over with

gratitude. CNN and Sesame Street unite to condition our children and grandchildren. twitter.com/.../CNNSesameStreet
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headlinehealth.com/covid-19-ruins-testicles-massive-loss-of-male-ferti..  And he MODERNA Dr Strangelove Fauci vaccine will do

the same or worse. It is not just about old people. It is about STERILIZING humans.
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We are seeing a well-orchestrated and well-funded propaganda campaign.  I wonder if the CIA and Disney are involved in this,

too? The more I hear, the more skeptical I become.  This oversell is just too darn suspect.  It is devised for the mindless masses

who respond emotionally rather than rationally.  The oligarchs want everything we own, but will not stop until they also control

our bodies, our minds and our children.  Doctors and nurses are fast losing credibility.  F. never had any. CDC Issues New

Guidelines, Launches Probe After 1000s Negatively-Affected Following COVID-19 Vaccination | ZeroHedge When there is

controversy. people hear things repeated.  Eventually, it begins to sink in for some people.  Many more people [gure out every

day that we are being lied to.  It is almost as if the govt wants to create dissent--and that, too, is a scary thought.
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Yes, sterilize and create monsters is to follow the planned objectives to reduce the population. Vaccines have been used in

Africa, the Philippines, Nicaragua and Mexico to kill fertility, to "save" the world from overpopulation. Toxic vaccines have been

used on unsuspecting young women who did not realize they were being used as laboratory rats in a eugenics experiment The

"scientists" make speci[c calls to legislators to quickly implement systemic changes in energy, food and economic policies, is

the propaganda of the Dreat Reset, taking a step beyond population control. Her [nal statement: "The Earth needs fewer people."

The stealth sterilization exercises carried out in Africa represent a dress rehearsal for the main event, the summarized injection

of billions of people around the world in an effort to signi[cantly reduce the world's population. The vaccines will sterilize, cause

disease and programmed deaths, a mass genocide. “What we know about coronavirus from 30 years of experience is that a

coronavirus vaccine has a unique peculiarity, which is any attempt at making the vaccine has resulted in the creation of a class of

antibodies that actually make vaccinated people sicker when they ultimately suffer exposure to the wild virus.”. — Robert F.

Kennedy Jr.
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Almond: Disney’s Chairman Robert Iger Is Game for a New Job: U.S. Ambassador to China

 www.wsj.com/articles/disneys-chairman-bob-iger-game-for-a-new-job-u-s-..
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Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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Thank you for the giggle.  Ohm how we need giggles.  Laughter lifts the heart and me creates a lighter spot within me!  Thank

you so much as I am still giggling as I type.  And that had to be an imposter .... Santa would not take the vaccine.  So let’s have an

inquiry.  (Sorry folks .. I love humor.)
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Ironically, the Star Wars franchise, which is now owned by Disney and is one of their biggest cash cows, is all about rising up

against the evil technocratic Empire. The secret is to understand that the Force is strong with each of us, not just with the chosen

few.
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As my mom would say, "Ach du lieber..." LOL
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Pie  On your link there is another article , a China study suggesting that COVID could be a new STD but Berglund says it is

premature. A bit like the scientists from Monsanto declaring they would "feed the world". (We are still waiting),  or our latest

saviours like King Billies' dream(nightmare)  and beware Satans Klaus, but they are all like over-excited schoolboys  and foolish

greedy bankers with their premature declarations. Ps when I was a boy I always looked forward to the next Christmas. Now that

I'm older and better informed I'm looking forward to the last one but I do hope everybody lives longer under the 1,000 year reign

of the "Prince of Peace" who as the agent of "The King of Eternity" will bring eternal blessings to those of good will. Even forever.
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I was honoured to celebreate Thanksgiving wiht a group of people. We were in an area (state) where orders were "no more than six in

any one houe", and they all had to be related. The home wheree I was comprised an older married couple, their daughter and huband,

and that couple's eight children, nine on the way. What, were they supposed to ssplit the household to be "legal"? To help round things

out, we had that twelve, and the husband of the daughter had HIS two parents, his two brithers and  their wies, and their total of nine

more chidlren.

The father's mother was there, and that father's brother.  and three sisters of the husband mentioned in the second generation above.

By my count there were thirty three directly related immediate family. A sceond family shares the household with the second generation

daughter's household, on the propety, so add four more.Another six very close friends/cowoerkers, etc joined, as did another single man

with his two daughters. I [nished u, I think.. total between 43 nd 45, all in the same home. NOT ONE MASK, not even in the 90+ year old

Matriarch of the related clan. Twenty [ve chidren under 20 years of age were with us.

WE refuse to let some sicko gummit dweebs even think abut denying us our liberty to freely and peaceable assemble. We did consdier,

if some LE happened by to "check in on things" we'd begin running about in the road out front screaming, perhaps waving some signs

and thrwoing oh,mayb eater ballons. Something to resemble a  "riot". Non-destructive, of course. that same state government appear to

strongl condone rioting and destructive activities, huge croweds of unmasked un-distanced unhinged idiots tearingl ooting lburnign,

destroying.  Our Christmas plans are shaping up to be a close re-run of the last "video" of two weeks back. We're looking orward to it.

Oh, did I mention an insane amount of food was prepared, shared, consumed? Musta beenclose to sixty pounds of turkey,  three

different cultureal styles
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That's the spirit!   If some law otcer were to check on things, I'd do as many have done and invite them to join in!   Sprinkle a

little love, and the fear dissolves.  Happy Holidays!
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Isn't it amazing; how no one around you is sick from this "Deadly Virus"! I'm of the same mind. I'm not putting my life on hold, for

a bunch of evil creeps who are bent on controlling every aspect of life on this planet under the guise of a "fake" pandemic!
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Good for you to ignore the sham being fed by the mainstream media. Ask the folks wearing the mask and social distancing, why

they aren't afraid of trillions of viruses, bacteria and fungi living inside and on their bodies? If our bodies have been living in

harmony with these trillions of 'alien' particles that directly participate in our genetic makeup; why should we be afraid of a

'corona' virus, that came along in 2019/2020? Why wouldn't our bodies be capable of dealing with this new virus or mutation that

they are pointing to and have a fake test for? Most people can't seem to think straight - I am glad people in this community get it.
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Well put!  in the U.K. they have put us in to a tier system and every week they announce more ‘cases’ and up a tier we go so now

Christmas cancelled, non essential shops closed, non mask wearers blamed, our borders have closed both ways so so supplies are not

getting in or out of the country. They have announced it’s a mutated virus that is 70% more transmissible.  My family have never

stopped meeting together and we caught it the [rst time round and have recently recovered from a very easy second bout that was like

a mild ;u/cold that lasted several days.  

We do not want to be vaccinated and we are all meeting for Christmas.  My husband and I recently attended a protest in London and the

police arrested as many as they could although they had no basis to do so other than they were holding a placard or shouting anti covid

statements.  Most people I speak to seems to be fearful and believes everything the mainstream media says which only spouts out

random number of cases or deaths with no details attached.  We are acting as if no one should ever die and that living under

government and police rule is acceptable
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happianna... Seriously, how do you keep track of all the ever-changing mandates? If you are found to be associating with others,

the correct response is that they are your immediate family and just moved in today.  ; - )
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The awake in the rest of Europe are referring to the UK as 'prison island' - what you've got there is total nonsense and that is the
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politest way of putting it. You'll all go mad if you try to make sense of any of the 'rules' - notice too how the linguistics changes -

sometimes they are 'laws' - sometimes 'rules' sometimes 'guidelines'. This is why the legal challenges in Europe are 'tort' cases

and class actions in the US. What French families have been doing during lockdowns is meeting up to shop and having a big all

round hug in the supermarket carpark and, then going in to shop together.  

This is one big chess game - knowing who the players are and how to defeat them is key. So now there is a variant mutation on a

non isolated virus - that must be worth seeing - or rather not. In the UK though this is all tied in with Brexit and [shing rights and

a EU defense force, the Scottish, Welsh Independence question... you have so many turf wars going on apart from what I believe

issued this all in, which is a turf war among the so called 'elite' -  after all you can only have one 'king of the World'. It is not

surprising the whole thing is completely gaga. My guess is the vaccine uptake is low, very low - so now the UK needs more fear

more panic more moronic government diktats, plus notice how Tier 4 turned up the day after the MPs had all had time to scuttle

back to their burrows in the countryside or to their foreign second homes.

Good luck to you, you'll be [ne because you can think. BTW the pcr test legal challenge against Drosten comes up before

Christmas the 22nd is his last day to answer the challenges led by Dr Fuellmich and his team - the whole of the 'cases' scenario

worldwide hinges on this. They also have a ongoing tort case against the fact-checkers because as in chess you attack the

weakest pawn. Here is something you might [nd interesting: www.youtube.com/watch  Much love from an English ex-pat, Sue

xxxx

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/21/2020 4:07:56 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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" a mutated virus 70% more transmissible" ~ same script as they are saying in Cape Town with no visible sign of disease but a

half a billion local currency invested in vaccines  ~ the BLIND lead the BLIND into the darkness

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/21/2020 8:40:33 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Posted this above, in a hurry right now. Here's an interview from South Africa that pertains to the UK and S Africa and most

points around the world, including a discussion of several LARGE elephants in the room. Dr. Claire discusses how the pcr test

worked at [rst, but by fall, usage had gone awry - they assume this was not planned, they discuss how ditcult it is for anyone to

admit a mistake was made...and they discuss what may happen when more people wake up. Here's the link:

www.bitchute.com/.../FFwj4Yqd5XcH
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happinana, since you had it once and then got it again, you've answered the question about whether having covid confers

immunity. It obviously does not.
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mjnelson999
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The vaccine is minimally useful.  Does it sterilize? I will avoid as long as I can.  I am 81 and not sure how much longer I will walk

this earth.
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cakesjean
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My niece in South Africa and her 4 young children all got this little virus. 2 had vomited, all had fatigue,  and 1 had laryngitis.  My

brother-in-law also got it, and because he had the ;u jab, is suffering more. My sister did not get anything. A friend also had a

very mild, almost symtom-free infection.  If it continues like this, and because of the very low jab rate, South Africa may soon

achieve natural herd immunity.  But, the wheels are turning in the background, sadly. It is claimed that President Ramaphosa has

also contracted this little virus.  So we can soon expect draconian measures being taken. Similar happened in other countries,

 when Trump, Johnson and Merkel supposedly were infected.  I certainly do not wish another hard lockdown on the people of

South Africa.  During the last one, the sales of alcohol and tobacco were banned. A very frustrated and unhappy nation during

that time.
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Good on you lot. DO NOT cave to the government loons.  Yes, the new starin IS far more tramsimssible, and tat's what they want

to sitck in everyone's crania. What they FAIL to tell is that is is also less than one ninth as severe when it is caught. Here in the

US, last I read (within two days past) there has only been ONE death recorded from the new O strain..... and that victim was very

old ind in very poor health. ONE real death, and its likely he had not long to live anyway.  Further proof its allsmoke and mirrors,

kwbuki theatre.

ctualy the new strain is good news, though "they" are spinning it to be more doomsday panic-mongering. The way it affects

humans is VERY different than the D and earlier strains, and the way it hs mutated to its present form is solid evidence that

themutations are in result of the effects of the injections. Statistics I've seen from various places have above 90% who fall to the

new O strain have been "vaccinated". Hardly anyone who has not been stabbed has gotten it.  None of the injections can prevent

anyone catching this, nor from spreading it once they do catch it. Yet for some barmy reason they continue to press the idiotic

pokes s the lat bulwark agains tthe Onh My GOsh variant.. er,  squeeze me, the omicron strain. Once more they give us the

opposite of the truth and tell us it IS truth. Educate yourselves so the lies won't stick. then tell your friends.
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happinana Of course the BBC is still trusted by far too many and a major perpetrator of the BS. I can't bear to watch their news

output now which has become a rolling vaccine advert based on paranoia. Any email to BBC News24 on the subject of vaccines

is auto-rejected.
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It has been a stressful year for most of us in many ways.  Hardships and challenges sometimes obscure our perspective. Take time to

remember all that is good and right with the world.  Truth abides in nature, so spend some time in nature, whether outdoors in a forest

or with your animals.  Teach your children that most people are good.  So many of our problems are manmade.  They are a distortion of

reality.   I cannot lie.  Some of us face very hard times.  -But the rainbow can only come after the storm.  We do not know what you are

capable of until we have been forged in the [re.  We have been found worthy of living during this period of history and being tested.

 Instead of feeling sorry for yourself due to circumstances, understand that you have been given the privilege to take part in charting the

course of history.  What you do matters!  

Now, we must continue to resist and hold the line.  Be strong and keep the faith.  Choose what is righteous. Fauci, Biden, Daszak and

Schwab do not decide what goes on in your home.  You are in charge and you make the decisions.  Their day will come. Do not be

discouraged by setbacks.  Desiderata.  The beauty is of life is still here. You will [nd it if you seek it.   So, at this special time of year,

remember the things that are important.  Gather your children around and read the Christmas story.  Fill stockings and feed those you

love.  Hold them close.  Buy fewer extravagant gifts and spend more time.  Show kindness and consideration at a time when many

people are worried.   Remember that your life is a story you are the author of.  Each new day is a blank page and a fresh opportunity.  If

you can only plant a seed on your windowsill, let it be a reminder that life goes on.  Spring will follow and it will be a time of renewal.
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www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/breaking-supreme-court-will-hear-chal..    They must win this case. It's not clear who will

be presenting the argument before the court.  www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-22-harvard-scientist-dr-charles-lieber-nan..  The

military has developed a new "Spike Ferritin Nanoparticle Covid Vaccine (SpFN) (This is extremly worrisome)

clinicaltrials.gov/.../NCT04784767  ~ www.army.mil/article/252890/series_of_preclinical_studies_supports_the..  ~

www.science.org/.../0  ~ newstarget.com/2021-12-23-us-military-to-roll-out-spike-ferritin-nanop..
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Well said.  Merry Christmas!
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There's some chance I would be nuts by now if I didn't have Dr Mercola on my favorites list and get his emails. A light a hope!
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These vile 'elite' psychopaths remind me of a saying I once came upon and which is one of several now kept in my wallet and speaks

volumes about both them and those who are enlightened, it goes as follows: The richest person is not the one who has the most, but

the one who needs the least.  Merry Christmas to all.
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Mei_King        then I must be very rich !!!   also...    I as well treasure my collection of inspiring and enlightening quotes .....here's

one..   when the power of love   overcomes the love of power   the world will know peace      Jimi Hendrix??
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It's amazing how the sheep do what they're told. In March, the CDC said don't wear masks. Now, they say do.  And, apparently, it's safe

for 2,500 people to protest in a group, but 25 people in a restaurant isn't safe?  The CDC and Anthony Fauci have zero credibility.  And, if

masks are effective, why can't we open everything up with masks?  I don't understand why people don't think like this. You don't need to

read Mercola to come to that conclusion, you just need an IQ higher than 0. Edit: I agree with Mercola and the people here, in case

anything makes it look like I am an outsider.
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So what does this tell you about the majority of Americans?  we already have stopped thinking, it requires too much

effort/energy.   much easier to let someone else make the decisions for us.  time for thinking people to head for the hills, become

natives.
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There's a reason nothing they say makes any sense and they keep getting caught breaking their own rules. This virus is

aerosolized. There are emails from the Level 4 lab in Wuhan that con[rm this virus was enhanced using nanotechnology. They

(Chinese Scientist) were bragging about this. Nanotechnology is used for only one thing and that is weaponizing (aerosolizing)

viruses and bacteria. The FDA, CDC, and our President don't make this information public because it would cause a panic. So

they tell us BS like social distance and wear a mask at the same time.

Doing both might reduce the chance of getting infected from an aerosolized virus. Doing 1 or the other (not both) will provide you

with ZERO protection. That's also why they are putting limits on indoor occupancy. If you have people 6 feet apart indoors for

more than a few minutes an aerosolized virus will infect everyone everyone. Now it should make more sense. Think about it, if

the primary method of transmission was water droplets from our mouth and nose this pandemic would have been over with 6+

months ago.
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Agree, 100%. The "Fauch" said in March, that masks don't protect people. Then in May/June, he changed tack. Also, the "fauch"

came on TV and mentioned that people aren't completely protected, if they are not wearing googles - I couldn't agree with him

more - obviously if you are just guarding your mouth and nose and exposing your eye membranes, you aren't 100% safe. So why

didn't the fauch, and mainstream media ask people to wear google too? Maybe they felt that people would see through that false

hood - so kept it limited to masks. Chain link fences may work better to keep out (some dumb) mosquitoes than ;imsy cloth

masks to keep out viral particles. I can't even imagine the stupidity of people who can't [gure this out.
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We don't have logical thinkers.
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His name is anthony fascist.
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Bring Joy To The World and share the love in your heart.
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Yes, joy, love and happiness for these holidays and wishes and hope for a better world. "Never give up being happy", is a positive

and realistic message for all humans, it helps us re;ect on the challenges we face. Examine those feelings that constantly

accompany us, such as joy, sadness, success, failures, forgiveness, hope, humility and love, among others, that are inevitably

part of happiness. It is an excellent recipe to alleviate dissatisfaction and periods of crisis, as well as to look at life with hope

“Being happy is not only appreciating the smile, but also re;ecting on sadness. It is not just commemorating success, but

learning lessons from failure. To be happy is to recognize that life is worth living, despite all the challenges, misunderstandings

and periods of crisis. Being happy is not a fatality of destiny, but a conquest for those who know how to travel inside their own

being. To be happy is to stop being a victim of problems and become an actor in your own story." If you do this often enough, you

will plant the seeds of positivity and small sprouts will begin to peek through the branches of negativity. Before you know it, you

will be in full bloom of love and the hope of being happy.
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If you have abundance of any sort. Give to those who are struggling.  This year I kept a couple of $ gift certi[cates in my pocket

when shopping .... and gave where I know there was need.  Nothing else matters ... but we spot focusing on self and look around

us.  That’s what THEY want to stop ... the fear focuses on self.
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I'll be playing Christmas songs on my saxes and singing with the guitar - and cooking a delicious meal. It is STILL my life and as

long as I'm able to live my own life, I shall do exactly that!
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Last year my fam insisted we meet in the park. An hours' drive with open bathrooms. This year they are coming over for breakfast, but

they will be wearing masks, (except while eating, because that's how germs work), because I won't play Russian Roulette, I mean get

vaxxed.  I pointed out, if they are all vaxxed, and if the vaccine works, then they don't need to worry about me getting them sick. I'm the

one taking the risk. They pointed to breakthru infections. So, I said, you admit vaccines don't work, yet you're lining up for booster shots

anyway! I give them an hour before the masks come off.
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Is there a reliable way to determine how deeply a particular governor is embedded within the Reset plan? Ours has been a total

lockdown fascist to the point that his executive orders have been punitive in the face of "people who refuse to obey mask and

distancing mandates." When the vaccine arrives -- and I actually know one of the [rst responders who has had a [rst dose, so I pray for

him -- my family will politely decline. If that's not enough, then I'll be calling the sheriff. My concern is that the state recently elected a

non law enforcement type to be High Bailiff, the only otcial who can arrest the sheriff, and he's an unknown variable. Given the tenor of

public opinion in the state, I doubt he'll be sympathetic to vaccine hesitancy.
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Unfortunately, the governments are commanded by the corporations that form the deep state, which has clear objectives, while

they show us an empty hand or while they point out the presumed guilty of their excesses, they rob us with the other, to satisfy

their greed, for everything. necessary to enhance your present and future luxury. In the hope that there may be two other

solutions to not be vaccinated: 1) that a sutcient number of people are vaccinated that, added to the immunity achieved by

COVID-19 and the previous coronaviruses, herd immunity is achieved. 2) that vaccines are useless in the face of the growing

SARS-CoV-2 mutation.

The United Kingdom discovers a new strain of coronavirus, considered 70 percent more contagious. Local health educator Dr.

Eric Griggs says health leaders won't wait for that to happen before acting. Griggs says that while the P[zer and Moderna

vaccines are now being distributed across the country, it is too early to say what the new strains of COVID-19 would mean for the

future of vaccines.

The new variant of covid-19, native to southeast England, has been identi[ed in Denmark, the Netherlands and even Australia, the

technical director of covid-19 at the World Health Organization (WHO), Maria Van, said on Sunday. Kerkhove. A score of the

countries of the European Union, suspend incoming ;ights from the United Kingdom, except for Spanish citizens or residents.

Those responsible for this terrible situation must be tried for crimes against humanity.
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If you go along with this inhumane sociopathic agenda you are part of the problem. You are letting the social engineers turn you into a

tiny replica of themselves by obeying--or enforcing--their evil agenda. Just say No! Hug your loved ones and celebrate. Go to church

and sing carols. They can starve us, imprison us, and murder us. But they can only transform us with our consent. Our souls belong to

God.
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amen!
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The comments are mostly positive today. That is a blessing. Some are outright beautiful, others offering the specter of a world

upside-down. There are some number of professional writers, on this comments board, I believe. Thank-you for being here, and have a

Merry Christmas, or Happy Holidays, if you prefer. It is best to defy tyranny, and rejoice in life. We would only serve their purpose more,

if we didn't celebrate. That gives us strength.  People need, to be able to rise above the circumstances, sometimes - it doesn't mean

you're ignoring what's going on. The days are getting lighter, again.
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I listened to Saturday's interview with Patrick Wood about the Great Reset on this site...his advice is to take to the streets and protest,

resist the masks, lockdowns etc, Civil Disobedience. Tell them to GET OUT! And tell others to do the same. Start at 1hr:14 minutes to

here his advice on what we should do. articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/19/technocracy-and..   I remember a

poster here saying...Don't play in their PLAYPEN! Don't take the DNA changing nanobot PEG vaccine that will make you a trans-human.

Remember these demonic beings are laughing at us because this Vaccine is a test to see how gullible we are. They will lie, cheat, steal,

manipulate, embezzle, blackmail, extort, poison, torture, enslave, even kill to get what they want www.bitchute.com/.../DyXHFG3byleS

 Dr. Carrie Madej on the reasons to not take the Covid 19 vaccines. Do not become a genetically modi[ed trans human that will let Bill

Gates/Fauci and etc. Own You and change your DNA forever!
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If we focused on improving everyone's health through good nutrition without toxins there would be no need to push for mass

vaccinations. Especially increasing everyone's Vitamin D level to 50 ng's Currently, Big Pharma globally accounts for 1.25 TRILLION

dollars in sales and the push for mass vaccinations will skyrocket the sales towards 2 TRILLION dollars. Going down the wrong path for

pro[t and not good health.
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Even worse than a year w/o Santa Claus is that non-mask wearers could be blamed for the virus if the President doesn't win the election

after all of the fraud is [nally examined.
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I just wonder if I am strong enough to cope with the strength I need to [ght this horror that the villians are putting infront of us to

defeat.    I was rather worried by computers when they appeared 35 years ago.  Even going back to 1995/97 remembering things we

were told at college that we didn't understand then and just about understand now.
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With senile Biden in the Whitehouse, we need to be even more alert to trends attempting to control our lives to our detriment.
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Liz    believe you are strong enough, your heart will know no fear.  Keep [ghting the [ght, your inner strength is powerful. "when

you come to the edge of all that you know, you must believe one of two things:  There will be ground to stand OR you will grow

wings to ;y "   O.R. Melling
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We're having a regular ol Christmas here. No restrictions all welcome, no masking or distancing lots of good cheer and singing.
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Govt seems eager to loan you money you can never pay back.  Meanwhile, they are forcing many small businesses into bankruptcy

while allowing similar large businesses to stay open.  Your right to earn a living has been limited as well as your pursuit of happiness.

 Renters have a moratorium while landlords go broke.  They are feeding schoolchildren crap while [lling their brains with mush.  They

want you to take a vaccine that alters the physiology  of your human nature and that of your children by manipulating you thru fear. Has

anyone started to recognize the pattern?  They do not want you to be a self-reliant and free-thinking individual.  They want you

dependent on govt and doing exactly as you are told.  They want to take away everything you own and have earned.  Even that is not

enough.  They want to control your body, your mind and your children.  Can anything be worse than that?
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Fight back...Use cash
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Well said Dr. Mercola. It's time people open their eyes and hearts to see the evil that's upon us and realize there is light. We are made in

the image of God and He means for us to live free and joyous. Not under a viral cloud. Righteous indignation is neccessary.
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What Edmund Burke said to be careful with change not to lose what is good.  All I can think is some are  focused in such a way they

have lost sight..
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Yes, let’s start living our lives again without this boogie man, behind us. PCR testing useless, refuse. Experimental vaccines with no

safety or etcacy data refuse, lockdowns, refuse.  If you want to wear a mask, go ahead.  Let’s get back to our lives and learn to live with

the new novel virus like we do every winter with colds and ;u.
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The new virus that has not been isolated and as such has not been proven to exist. From the CDC document titled, CDC

2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel.  It is dated July 13, 2020. On page 39, in a section

titled, “Performance Characteristics,”  “Since no quanti[ed virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are currently available, assays

[diagnostic tests] designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full

length RNA…” In other words, the RNA sequence being tested for is a computer generated model. The document can be found on

the FDAs site. Last I checked it is still available.
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There are too many people trying to run other people's lives.
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Allow your own health practices as much as you can and ignore the nay-sayers.
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Y'all "may think you got it bad", individually, but I can't even go see my 90 yr old Mother.  Only an 8 hr drive, but done it many times each

year for almost a decade, in every season, thru Canadian roads, not as sophisticated as those serving US tratc. Just "released the

Kraken" (a rum) mixed with egg-nog & drowned that sorrow. Mom claims her doctor told her not to see anyone unvaxxed (me),

reminding me of the now famous post starting like why must the protected be protected from the unprotected  -- y'all prolly know it by

now.

I'm no good at verbatim recall. Her Doctor claims he didn't say that, like it's not his purview. But still all her friends are vaxxed, none

expressed misgivings nor re side effects. So she thinks I should "man up" & take the jab, but I know I've had heart issues & may not be

able to get them to aspirate the needle. So I tell her I want to live a nice lengthy life like she has. She doesn't get it -- too drowned in

MSM BS. So it goes....nuf to say I just hope this Omicron spells the end of this madmess.
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Brain washing.....
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gofer, I wanted to reach out to you, encouraging you to stand for what's right, even if you are all alone, by not taking the poison.

Forgive your mother and send her loving energy. We all get to choose for ourselves, and on some level, despite outside in;uence,

your mother has chosen. Accept that. Know that even though it might seem that family and friends have deserted you, it's OK--do

not infuse it with negative emotions like resentment or anger. Be grateful in everything, as even the worst things are learning

experiences. When you least expect it, new people will enter your life in unexpected ways. We will get through this. Blessings to

you.
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Only the fearmongering around Omicron is doing that trick for them, while the rest of us know it's weaker, yet more transmissible, which

equals more getting it, more getting over it, so more developing natural immunity, all spelling the end to the spell cast as a "pandemic" --

silly but sad = too weird for words.
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Merry Christmas Dr. Mercola! Can't wait til your archived articles are back online somewhere.
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It's not just about Christmas. It's about a way of life that the seniors have enjoyed all of their lives. The young may say to themselves,

OK, so we must sacri[ce our family get togethers, like Christmas and Thanksgiving. But we will get together with our family when this is

all over. Little do they know that it will never be over because this will become their way of life, the NEW NORM. Family will be second in

line, and then third, etc. Until Christmas, Thanksgiving and family will be the haze in the distant past. By then us old farts that hung on

to the traditions of Christmas will be long gone and forgotten. The children will then say; 'do you remember when we used to get

together with grandma and grandpa..., what was that all about. Unfortunately, the old must eventually die and the young will adhere to

their new way of life because there will be no past. The past will become a forgotten dream.
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svmeyer  very profound statement....   peace and best wishes to you   Gigi
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Outstanding article!
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for your incisive reporting!  Also Top Posters for your sound reasoning.
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Just by way of discussion:  someone legitimtely pointed out that if the powerful evildoers of this world wanted to promote a great reset,

they could do a hel of a lot better than have the creepy, unattractive Klaus Schwab as their poster boy!  I am not saying there's no

technocratic plot, only that it is hard to disagree with that statement and I welcome your opinions as well.  Thanx.
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Horsea...Klaus Schwab and the Great Reset www.santander.com/en/press-room/insights/capitalism-reset-and-new-soci..  .

 Capitalism reset and new social contract post covid-19 crisis In this article Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of

World Economic Forum, argues that the long term economic consequences of the pandemic will exacerbate the climate and

social crises that were already underway and this will make more urgent the “great reset” of our economic and social systems.

You said Horsea..."they could do a hel of a lot better than have the creepy, unattractive Klaus Schwab as their poster boy!"

 Schwab and BillyBoy Gates look like two old creepy child molesters, and are probably the best they can do! God has a good way

of warning us doesn't he? Did you wanted Brad Pitt to be the poster boy for this EVIL?
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in my neck of the woods the daily news headline reads that there is a new strain of Covid affecting children ~ this is a marketing ploy to

facilitate the vaccination of children ~ while walking I heard my neighbors discussing how they must protect their children with a

vaccination ~ I interrupted this by warning them that the vaccination might cause sterility ~ the male neighbor immediately came back

at me with "I'm not worried I've had a vasectomy" ~ to which I replied "I'm not talking about you I am talking about the danger to your

children's ability to reproduce" ~ this caused a blank stare and silence as these deluded Zombies tried to [gure out what I was talking

about

last night in the music club I frequent the management have hired a GORILLA  {a human variety} to walk around and ensure that all the

audience wears their masks ~ I tried to reason with him about the government lies etcetera ~ however this GORILLA had a one way

dialogue mechanism ~ this delusional and MegaThick Gorilla kept on repeating to me "we have to stop the spread" ~ this is in a

location with no SIGN of disease since the beginning of the conspiracy to delude the public, but today's headlines have made all the

Zombies shiver with FEAR for their children whom they can't wait to get vaccinated to protect them from the new mutation that is

targeting the children ~ if the population is so BRAINLESS what hope is there for our abused {vaccinated} children??
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the Mass Formation of FEAR PSYCHOSIS is Real as Psychiatrist Dr. Mark McDonald points out in his recent book "United States
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the Mass Formation of FEAR PSYCHOSIS is Real as Psychiatrist Dr. Mark McDonald points out in his recent book "United States

of FEAR"...take hear my friend, every person in my huge circle is 100% not Brain-washed! We are WIDE-AWAKE and their are tons

of US! WE are protecting our Children, Spreading the Truth, Protesting/Rallying and 100% NOT COMPLYING! And yes, we live in

COMMIEFORNIA! We all know many DEAD by the Jab, Many permanently Disabled by the Jab, and Tens of Miscarriages/Dead

babies all within hours/days of "experimental injection"...We are LIONS not SHEEP and we will Stand STRONG, Fearlessly spread

TRUTH! So, even if humanity continues down their brain-washed path, WE REMAIN and a New Humanity/Community of Healthy

Humans will Survive!...SO HAPPY & Glad you are one of US!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 2:18:57 AM
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Stanley... your music club doesn't require proof of vaccination?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 10:46:01 AM
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dalewhale
Joined On 2/28/2011 6:12:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it was a good thing you spoke up Stan, very nice of you, and hopefully maybe even planted a seed. How great would that be if you

saved a child by doing so.    Sadly much of the population will remain in a state of blissful ignorance. ... completely foolish

cowards and then they'll die.   if only all this were a horrible nightmare

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 8:58:39 PM
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RosieKins
Joined On 4/13/2020 8:02:55 AM
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‘The Great Impoverishment ‘ Is really a more descriptive term for ‘The Great Reset’. In fact the more we use this phrase the quicker

people may get it!  We are all in need of the shelter in the Inn and maybe this is a way of marketing ‘The Great Impoverishment’ ie that

nothing will change unless we speak out and we can make holistic safe ‘Inns’ for our fellow folks who may need a safe haven from the

shock of the truth!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/21/2020 7:00:26 AM
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I've said it before, and will say it once more:  If these technofascists want a Great reset, let's give 'em one!   But not the sort they have in

mind; quite the opposite.   The Ghost of Christmas Future has Love and Liberty for us, as long as enough of us open the gift.  Some of

the fearful tried to take away Thanksgiving in the US, and people - including the staffs of the very tools making the directives - said "No

thanks", and celebrated openly.   Merry Holidays and a Happy and Healthy 2021 to all.
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I am hoping and praying that a huge majority of the Christmas-observing population will completely ignore the restrictions.  Does

anyone here not remember how Solzhenitsyn expressed disbelief over how during the red terror countless Russians just huddled

in their homes while the Reds came marching down the street for them?  They put up NO resistance.  Sol. wondered why they

didn't grab every tool they had and use them for self-defense.  God helps those who help themselves.
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The no-sayers have been caught eating and drinking merrily while they tell us otherwise.
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“a way to make life fair and equitable for all”… What this really means is not socialism, but the advent of Marxism.  Be clear about that.

 It serves only the oligarchs.  The useful idiots will realize too late that they have been used. I have seen their attempts at racial division,

religious division, political division, division between liberals/conservatives, men/women, vaxxers/anti-vaxxers and the “2 tiers” dividing

society based on income.  I have a better idea.  We need to remember that we are all Americans and unite around common ideals--to be

left alone to live our lives in peace, keep what we earn and spend it according to our own priorities.  It is slavery when one is forced to

serve another against his will.  Some things are no one’s business—not the state and not the technocracy.  

Some of us are already “woke” and we are very angry even if we have been quiet.  Remember, “One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest”?  I

predict this will not end well. It never has.  People will get killed and die over a vaccine you have to be threatened to take for a disease

so deadly you have to be tested to even know you have it. Many areas are already locked down and travel of a great distance is no

longer always possible without restrictions.  We are planning a future trip and have been in touch with friends en route to learn which

cities we must avoid.  We will travel without cell phones or using credit cards… if we can still get through to our destination.  And,

hopefully, back home again without anyone noticing we have been gone. -continued-
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-continued- I have immediate concerns. I have heard that Canada is setting up covid detention camps, allegedly as a national

heath precaution to isolate those who refuse to be vaccinated.  1600 people in each camp.  (Assume you will be fed crap.)

 Perhaps that is what the FEMA camps, body bags and cotns are for in the US?  I doubt only one nation would be acting alone in

this.  Plans appear to be centralized globally.  It may be a replay of the Japanese internment camps during WWII—or worse.  Our

assets will be con[scated if we do not comply, accept the vaccines and are unable to escape.  That leaves no option except to

[ght this the best we can.  I would not live long in one of these camps as I have serious allergies that would not be considered.

 Meanwhile, that is not today.

I am still speaking out, but I could be “disappeared” as could Dr. Mercola.  It becomes a crime to speak the truth and we are

seeing people censored and silenced in many ways.   I have seen a lot in my life… just happened to rub shoulders with many

people in the news because of where I happened to live at the time history was being made, always in “my backyard”...  Ruby

Ridge, The Bundy events, the race riots of the 60s, intelligence otcers, the Sedalia rock concert, organizing honest grassroots

political campaigns that made the front page of the WSJ, and, now, people protesting lockdowns.  I never thought I would see

anything like this happen in America to deny us our rights.

We were all given different talents and skills to use.  We must do what we can no matter how humble.  Perhaps you think it is a

small thing to offer child care or bring a meal, but at the right time, it makes a world of difference.  We are all placed where we

are needed even if we do not understand God’s plan. We must do what we can to unite people and build self-reliant communities.

 Beyond that, take care of your own family [rst.
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Godspeed on your trip!
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"We will travel without cell phones or using credit cards" If the majority did this, it would turn this pathetic ship called society

around and back to the shipyard for total repair.  It seems to me that our success in outmaneuvering our rulers depends on the

nunbers willing to resist.  Am I right or wrong, I don't know.  I keep hearing that all it takes is a small group of committed people.

May God keep you safe on your journey.
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randy... My thoughts were similar.  This story should like a fabricated excuse.  You simply cannot have a nurse on the ;oor who

collapses when needed most.  Just as a hospital would not hire a narcoleptic as a ;oor nurse.
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Millions upon millions of American traveled to visit family for the 2022 Christmas holiday. No one believes the bogus narratives of our

lying political class at this point and the good news is that even those people who were true believers in the fake vaxxes are now turning

their backs on the boosters. Biden can burn up all of his hundreds of millions of vaxxes because we do not believe the fake Lamestream

Lying Media and the dangers of the mRNA are too numerous to count. People must also protect their children from the vaxx crap and

leave the public schools and all colleges in droves to avoid the jabs. Join the medical freedom movement to [ght against any mandates

for any vaxxes for any age groups period. Join me in praying to God to continue to reveal the truth and for all to return to faith in God

and the Son Jesus Christ, whom we celebrate on this Blessed day in remembrance of his birth.
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A couple of weeks to ;atten the memory of being free.
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Everyone who shares so much information here is so incredibly knowledgeable and I cannot thank you all enough. I wish I was

knowledgeable, but I am not sure when I try to research information. I think my husband and I might have caught C-19. Does anyone

have or remember where to go to get an antibody test? I saved the link for the T-Dect Test, but I was wondering what other options there

are. Thank you again for sharing so much!
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Merry Chrismas [lled with hope for a better world.  As an example of how we still have a [ght ahead of us even on a personal level,

yesterday I called an elderly friend (90) to wish her a merry Christmas.  This woman is completely vaxxed as forced by her family,

especially her granddaughter who is a pharmacist.  Three days after her last injection, she completely lost her sight in both eyes.  But

her granddaughter has her so brainwashed, that this woman feels the vaccinations are the 'greatest thing the country has ever done'.

 She chastised me for over 20 minutes for not having had the jab.  There are so many who are absolutely blinded to the truth.  So easily

in;uenced by family and friends.  She wears a mask even in the house, does not go outside of her home and yet feels the vaccine is

what is keeping her alive.  This is not living.
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Shared from StopWorldControl  Merry Christmas all you beautiful people of this amazing world! May 2022 be a year full of healing,

awakening and deliverance for our world. Let’s stand together with all our different colors and sounds, and let’s be a blazing light that

awakens humanity. 

⭐

 I sense a great excitement for the coming year...The wicked may have their plans, but I believe this year will be

one of incredible deliverance for the world. Stand strong. Spread truth! Don’t give up.  Reject and rebuke fear and negativity. Step away

from deception, and release the voice of hope and healing for humanity. o matter what storms may rage, the future is bright.

The veil is being lifted from the minds of the world. The wickedness of Big Media, Big Pharma, Big Tech, Big Gov, Big Banks, etc. is

being exposed as never before. The coming year they will be shocked about how the world will see their madness and corruption. There

is NO HIDING for them.  Truth will expose them massively! The time of freedom is here.  Let your voice be heard by all means. Let the

sound of truth be released in a thousand ways.  Let love ;ow to those around you.  Never give up. Keep spreading truth. Cast away

feelings that want to bring division in our ranks.  Shut up the voices of accusation and betrayal.  Don’t give in to sensations of anger and

offense towards those that are on your side.  

Don’t fall for the tricks and traps of division.  Be pure at heart, loving and true, and let’s be the army of hope for humanity. Together we

are strong. Divided we fall. Share the website StopWorldControl.com any way you can. 

⭐👍😊

 Download powerful ;yers and posters

here, to spread around: www.stopworldcontrol.com/download   Be creative, courageous and wild in your actions to reveal truth. Put up

banners on bridges, billboards at highways, ads in newspapers, hand out ;yers, distribute posters, etc.
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What did your kids get for Christmas? Video... this is what some sick bas**rds in New Jersey are promoting.

ourpatriot.com/tv-commercial-shows-children-ask-santa-clause-for-vacci..
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Evil governments.... They want to kill us... Still.... Every population deserves the goverment they get.
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Merry Christmas to everyone.  Don't let our enemies steal your joy.  My faith in Jesus Christ is the source of my joy and no one can steal

that.  Fear not!
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Christmas is delivered to the heart, mind and soul’s of believer’s … a Christmas gift delivered

conejoguardian.org/2021/12/14/more-vc-nurses-blow-whistle-on-overwhelm..
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I didn’t cancel my holiday plans last year or this year. I don’t know anyone who did.  Merry Christmas!
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Klaus's nuts roasting on an open [re, Jack Daniels nipping at your nose, yuletide carols being screeched by a choir, tonight we'll feeze

like Eskimos. Ev'rybody knows-- You're a turkey, and the mistltoe attached to your shirttail's quite a sight ! Tiny tots with their eyes all

aglow will watch as Gates gets ;ayed tonight ! They know that Santa's on his way. He's loaded lots of booze and condoms on his sleigh.

And  v'ry mother's child is gonna smile  to watch as Rudolph buggers Klaus for a while ! And so...I'm offering this simple phrase to

Statists from one to ninety-two. Although it's been said many times, many ways, Merry Christmas Fvck you !!
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We will all get together without masks, and there will be people who got the death shots there. I will take a remedy against shed spike

protein when I get home. And there will be more people there than are "allowed", whatever number that is. Since I became the matriarch

of the family this past year, people are following my example of not wearing masks. And my descendants never wore masks at any

family gathering. As Christians, we don't yield to anti-God tyranny. Masks hide our smiles. We are to re;ect God's glory because we are

made in His image, and we do that through our smiles. We don't do Santa Claus, either. St. Nicholas was an interesting historical [gure,

but of no current importance to us. Remember the Reason for the season: Jesus.
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Nice to know there are people out there who I agree with. Isn’t it nice we are not alone.  God Bless you all John 14:6
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So much of their purported power comes from the Tech side of things, I.e. computers that didn't even exist as such 25 or 30 years ago!

Just throw away your Tech and "they" become 95% impotent, make it 100%! All of the so-called entertainment that comes from the

digital world is just so gross. The content is terrible, and all of the microwaves released from it is very bad pollution. Throw it all away!! I

realize I am typing this right now on a computer but as soon as I am done I will probably shut off my device for the rest of the day and

do acoustic stuff!
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Your right.  Things were so much better 30 yrs ago without these things.  Cell phones, computers, playstation etc.  Growing up

was fun.  We had imaginations, we had happiness.  We were safe, But now we are scared and have so much fear in us.  God does

not want us to have fear to leave it up to him.  And that is what I am doing.  He is watching.  He planned it this way to get at the

evil and it is our duty also to help.  Not sit back and watch it happen.    Merry Christmas!
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Yes I’m planning on trying to do less Wi-Fi Planting a garden this summer and riding my horses. !!! Since I can’t travel
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What's better than that, horses, gardening stuff like that? When we were kids watching Gilligan's Island was considered a

frivolous Indulgence. Now a majority of people have their head stuck in a computer screen, almost 24/7! And most of the content

is sub-intelligent of what Gilligan's Island was! And the pollution of the screen, oh my God! Also even watching television from a

distance back in the 60s and 70s you still used your peripheral vision, and of course people watched things together more and

discussed content. As people draw the front of their face closer to a screen they lose all of their peripheral vision, and all of the

cranial nerves that are attached to the eyes get almost calci[ed in a horrible position. So many factors that create the macular

stuff, and literally makes you toxically narrow-minded!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola. Merry Christmas everyone and remember that Jesus is the reason for the season
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luxinterior
Joined On 5/16/2021 11:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm in Spain, and here every family I know, including mine, have already cancelled all Christmas family gatherings. As of today, the

goverment has imposed the use of mandatory masks outdoors again (they'd lifted the mandate in June). The covid pass is now a

requirement in some parts of the country to access restaurants, bars, cinemas, gyms, etc.. and sadly most owners seem happy to

oblige. You can see waiters asking customers for their stupid qr code (as if they had any authority to do so) and most people don't

seem to have a problem with it.  

On top of that, there are shops already demanding the covid pass (like my local bakery for example, or Ikea...) although they're not

being asked by the government to do so (not yet anyway). Same with masks, even before they became mandatory today, I was already

seeing the majority of people on the street wearing them.  I will continue not wearing a mask, and I'll be boycotting all shops,

restaurants and so on which demand the covid pass. This is all insane to me, but the worst part of it is to see your own family and

friends agreeing to all of it without batting an eyelid,  and looking at you like you're the insane one.
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Merry Christmas to my Christian friends, Happy Hanukkah to my Jewish friends, Happy Solstice to my cool friends, and Happy Holidays

to all the rest. Hope I did not miss anyone out! Talking about this hysteria lab aren’t even giving out the Ct (cycle threshold) value If a

person is tested positive! That is one of the Achilles heel of this whole narrative. Along with classifying a covid death when a person die

within 28 days of being tested positive with a PCR rest that is not testing for the virus. Does anyone still remember or speak about

these things anymore?? What I am [nding is that many people are so in fear that if I say anything that makes them think differently they

go further into their fear and want to reject what I am saying. It is almost as if their safety foundation will burst if they think differently.

What they don't realize that their safety foundation is based on a false premise.

Remember a time when we used to have a cold or ;u. Tell me what percent of the population on average had some, even minor, cold

like symptoms during the cold reason? It probably was anywhere from 30-50% depending on the average health of the population. Here

in Ontario Canada it is 15 million. That would be 4.5 to 7.5 million! And they are freaking out because there are 5000 new cases in

Ontario! And this is before covid fear porn era. Now calculate that to the population in your area.  They are worried about ICU being over

burdened. What have we learned? Very little. Why have resources not gone towards dealing with hospital overburden right from the

start of this mess instead of giving every unemployed person $2000 a month? It’s an agenda. I wish I could say to every person who

does not believe this. Do you know anything about the PCR, cycle threshold, how they calculate covid death, viral load, virus isolation? If

not then shut up and listen and learn.
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janskyg
Joined On 7/24/2013 6:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear hear Zha Zha. Here in Alberta when we get 500 cases it is splashed all over every news channel. I watch just for the s***s

and giggles. 3,000,000 people and the top news story is that 1,000 of those have covid. Like you said, 50% get the cold or ;u but

they don't splash that all over.  Merry Christmas to you my dear.
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bilw1122
Joined On 5/26/2020 2:17:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the UK they have conveniently discovered a new fast-spreading mutation, just in time to stop the festivities. In Scotland the rates of

infection are actually going down. In my county, Angus, it is down to 49 per 100 000. But from Dec 26 that fanatic Nicola Sturgeon is

putting all of us into tier 4, the highest, even HIghland which is at about 20.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates.... Abortions up to birth and kill the baby if it survives/fake meat/baby formula/blocking out the

sunlight/GMO/Roundup/election software/funded this weaponized virus/weaponized vaccine/other vaccines/put HCG that caused

miscarriages in tetanus shot etc... Gates wants to lower the population from 7.8 billion people to 500 million people by the year 2021.

 Fauci/Gates/Birx/WHO/CDC etc are the "left" and want to usher in the New World order/UN/China/"the left". Fauci may have sent all

viruses during his time with the last  6 presidents. Fauci/Gates want to make trillions on vaccines.
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We hear  AND read more and more about WHAT is or will be happening, frightening between travel passes, no jab no .... and the evil

people behind it.. BUT IF our Politicians were not that weak or "greedy"  it would not happen, So besides writing emails to their otce....

what more can be done. As I am sure they will all keep their own properties and will not be missing out 0jon their freedoms, I am even

question if those at the TOP of this evil are even .. queuing up for the "safe vaccine" jab,  more and more side effects are showing and

one vaccine  is being stopped... so my question is OK WE READ ABOUT THE THREATS HOW DO WE STOP IT... Civil Disobedience is

something that has to be organised... AND do normal law abiding people really want to end up in prison or have to front to the courts???

So please MORE info on how to stop this...
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All that I have heard is DO NOT COMPLY.  Don't wear a mask until you are pressured into it and then wear it loose.  Do Not get the

jab.  Attend any protests.  Go out and be seen!  Try to smile.... My husband died in 2021, I [nd tonight that I am thinking I am glad

for him that he is not here to experience this.  What is more and more obvious is that the election was stolen from Trump.  He

seems to be trying to make them think he will follow the rules if he is re-elected, but that seems impossible for him to follow

these rules!  We need a leader. Dr Mercola is a savior; I cannot imagine life now without this site....
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I [nd this order of events interesting. Supermarkets in Britain were told to stock up to prevent shortages during the Brexit transition.

The spread of even more virulent strains of covid was announced. Border crossings into other nations have become tightly controlled,

at this time, meaning less goods entering or leaving Britain. This isolates Britain from much of the European community. *The

mutations also mean that a vaccine will be even less effective, so herd immunity is a sick joke. **I have long predicted that, if covid

shutdowns did not achieve their economic and political goals, we could expect to see this followed by another epidemic/pandemic or

“crisis” that allowed for more govt control. *** Unless the blood has run thin, I expect the Brits will manage as they have before during

times of shortages and adversity.  Ultimately, I expect them to emerge much stronger.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, I suspect the emphasis on Brexit and our differences with Europe is part of the game to isolate the UK, especially

England, making us more vulnerable to America and China and WEF and Gates etc. Do I need to go on? Prices of European food

have risen signi[cantly just in time for Christmas, and there is a feeling of lack of solidarity. I normally  post positive messages

and shall do so today, but this has been a scary time for my husband and me as I persuaded him not to be vaccinated, and bless

him he trusts me! I am 99.9% sure I am right and do hope so for his sake if not mine. Unfortunately despite living in a rural area

we are surrounded by "shedders" in the form of the newly "boosted" and so have been somewhat isolated even from our own

families who are all vaccinated. Incidentally, my brother fell ill with "Covid" the day after his Booster and then his wife got it. So

Christmas is off for them anyway.... Your comments continue to be incisive and informative. Thank you and a very Happy Season

to you.
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brianjstiles
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:06:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pipblanc sorry to disagree but your analysis is wrong, wrong, wrong...Brexit came about thru' an aversion to EU fatcats promoting

their own agenda and a revulsion to Brits being forced into 'joining' a relatively harmless Trade Club (as the so-called 'Common

Market' was originally conceived) which had trans;ormed itself into a beaurocratic MONSTER...Merry Christmas to all...
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epa1375
Joined On 5/8/2020 1:29:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some History on Billy Goat:  Bill Gates, and the forces that drive this puppet, are pushing the world towards a choice: Take the COVID-19

vaccine and deal with the health consequences, or refuse and be denied basic services and after being labelled as a ‘health threat’.

Take the jab or be targeted. grandmageri422.me/2020/12/17/the-gates-family-eugenics-and-covid-19-we..
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I refer to this evil creature as "Billy Boy". It is a brand of condoms in Germany,  which is used to  control the population  

😜
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just say NO and walk away from the tyrants.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally some good news… Harold, you can have both of my doses of the vaccine!  I have already paid enough in taxes to support people

like you, but I am also willing to give up my vaccine! “Harald Schmidt, an expert in ethics and health policy was quoted by the New York

Times stating essential workers should get the vaccine [rst because older people are “whiter.” “ ““Older populations are whiter,” Dr.

Schmidt said. “Society is structured in a way that enables them to live longer. Instead of giving additional health bene[ts to those who

already had more of them, we can start to level the playing [eld a bit.” “ Alex Berenson @AlexBerenson

Yes, this actually happened: an “expert in ethics and health policy” said that the elderly - who are at far greater risk from #Covid and

have fewer vaccine side effects - shouldn’t get the vaccine [rst. Why? Because the elderly are more likely to be white. Good times. Alex

Berenson on Twitter: "Yes, this actually happened: an “expert in ethics and health policy” said that the elderly - who are at far greater

risk from #Covid and have fewer vaccine side effects - shouldn’t get the vaccine [rst. Why? Because the elderly are more likely to be

white. Good times. https://t.co/GH6vTzKZsT  " / Twitter
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epa1375
Joined On 5/8/2020 1:29:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond...I think this is some kind of "Trick-Bag" Psyops....that want to sterilize the young, blacks, hispanics, indigenous and etc.

[rst. So the author is trying to use some type of reverse psychology so the group that is targeted can rush in and get the DNA

changing, sterilizing vax. That was my thought when I [rst read this article on another site.
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argonaut1
Joined On 8/10/2016 2:11:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People better get involved soon or it'll be too late to reverse this takeover of our rights and freedoms. Why wait until we are on the

backside of the curve?
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So let me get this straight; in a Q&A with kids recently, Dr. Fauci told them that he made a special trip to the North Pole and gave Santa

the vaccine so there will be no interruption in Christmas Toy Delivery this year as he said Santa is “good to go!” Well, good for Santa but

I WILL NOT be taking any of these vaccines!
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that Fauci is presenting himself as the Santa CLAUSE of the Great Reset!
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like the vaccine is less effective in fact than they want us to believe. So save your $$$$ and increase your healthful actions.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From [rst lockdown, etc.  I have felt this  was a plan to eliminate the middle class, make everyone poor except those already extremely

rich and their ;unkies.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dordee, the professional educated middle classes are certainly poorer, even the upper middle, (except for fat cat GPs) which

seems extraordinary, but clearly the intention. The scary thing is that I [rst saw this happening in 2005 and have watched the

nightmare unfold since then, pretty much as I predicted (I was an analyst at a major bank many years ago), but it is even worse

than I could possibly imagine. The only antidote it seems to me is to hold onto our higher intentions, faith and values. Stand

strong and be brave. Wishing you a very Happy Holidays.
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NoLDLs
Joined On 1/5/2012 12:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for explaining and putting this out!!
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compos_mentis
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:10:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Christmas and Seasonal Blessings, and a timely reminder of the ethical and moral principles that all the religious leaders have sadly

turned a collective blind eye to...... #reverence4all #animalrights #protectnature #nogmo  #nogreenpass #fetalcells #healthfreedom

https://youtu.be/2R_drHWVvU8
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animalsbigandsmall
Joined On 4/27/2020 2:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Merry Christmas everyone!!!  May God’s grace [ll the world over in the coming new year!!!
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quiltingmatilda
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In years past viruses were passed around continually. Symptoms were covered up with RXs and people went to work. This is nothing

new except the hype.
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quiltingmatilda
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The men left west Texas to join the civil war [ght. When they returned 1 1/2 years later longhorn were thriving well, yes they had women

to help but most of the cattle took care of themselves on rainwater. There are hundreds of old varieties of cattle that thrive in different

parts of the world and mature quickly on pasture.  Many are high protein meat and fast growers. They graze on grass and Forbes

fertilized and spread themselves without machines. There are plenty of cowboys who would love this work to care for cattle since there

is cell service everywhere almost in the U.S.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM
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COVID isn't the only reason for a non-family Christmas.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Analysis by the UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA) shows the booster shot is less protective against the Omicron than the Delta

variant, and that its etcacy weakens after roughly two and a half months. Although it does give "signi[cant protection", a fourth dose

(and a 12th etc etc) is likely to be needed to protect the nation from the worst of the BIOWEAPON -coronavirus. WE ALL know (by now)

these 'jabs' are not '1796 Jenner vaccines' but control chips. To make it simple for the DEVILS great reset to take over.

This brilliant platform created by Dr Mercola is sadly [lled with 'ego trippers' -talk talk and NO do. If you really want to 'own your own

SOUL' and not be a pawn of the devils army. WE have to win WW3 -join my IDC Army @ http://chng.it/qxJD764X . My GREAT RESET

saves your soul. You have one last throw of the dice. My way is St Luke 17:21 “The kingdom of heaven is within.” William Butler Yeats

(1865-1939) said; “The only journey worth taking is the journey within.” “What lies before us, and what lies behind us, are tiny matters

Australian Senator Takes
Hard Stand Against COVID
Jabs
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(1865-1939) said; “The only journey worth taking is the journey within.” “What lies before us, and what lies behind us, are tiny matters

compared to what lies within us.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson. (1803 -1882).
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It comes down to simple mathematics.  There are 7.9billion people on Earth.  There are, approximately, 3 thousand of those people that

are trying to enslave the rest of us.  It plain and simply will not work.  Every single time the moronic moguls try this nonsense, they get

together in private and huff and puff at each other with despotic glee about how they really are gods and we really do need to be

enslaved by them.  "Huff, Puff, THIS time it will work!!"  Nope, no it will most certainly not.  Will they ever learn?  More importantly, will

we ever learn?  Our leaders need to be real leaders and do what is good for all of humanity instead of acting like starving mongrels so

anxious for a scrap from the hand of the evil abusers they will sell our their own kind to get it.  We have been poisoned into such a state

of mental lethargy that it is hard to wake up and act.  But act we must.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the Matrix--AI running everything. Those who resist will not exist. There will be no free will to resist with, as even your thoughts

will be controlled. But fear not--we are going to win and the monsters will be overthrown. It does require ACTION, building a new

economy from the ground up. Support your local brick and mortar stores, buy from local producers, view alternative media (see--you

are doing something important, already) and learn about Sheriff Mack's CSPOA--Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Otcers Association.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I have said it before, say it again.  these mask, anti gathering, mandates are here to stay.
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM
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FrAUdCI and Vile Gates (of hell) made the Christmas Grinch obsolete
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dix42967
Joined On 3/28/2014 8:01:28 PM
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As Bob Marley said in “A Christmas Carol,” Mankind was my business” Let’s all remember that and never give up on one another

because when we stand together we are many and much stronger than they are. Most people in this world cannot be bought in

exchange for their freedoms. A life of constant fear is no life at all. However some may never rise or wake up. As the saying goes, it’s

easier to fool someone that’s to convince them they’ve been fooled.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Resistance! French Version.  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simone_Segouin?fbclid=IwAR13C_uME0SQmNNhZMMvz_lf..
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GodsWorkInProgress
Joined On 11/5/2017 12:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen, Dr. Mercola..  may our Lord God, our Creator have mercy on us all, and give us the courage and fortitude to stand strong.   Thank

you for all you do!
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not afraid of being around vaccinated people on Christmas. When I get home I will just do a thorough nasal irrigation with warm

water and saline and some goldenseal/echinacea tincture. Of course fresh lemon juice and mineral water always! Then I will probably

take an infrared sauna. The next morning I will go for an ocean swim, hopefully the temperature will be right around freezing! After that I

will take my chances in case I have contracted the Dreadful MORONIC VARIANT. In case I do I will just squirrel myself away and apply

many other remedies and just pray so hard that I don't have to go and overwhelm our ever-so-delicate hospital system, where our

healthcare workers are busy saving lives applying remdesivir and ventilators to both the vaccinated and unvaccinated alike. So I will try

really, really hard not to burden them as I near death, I might even just kill myself! So see f****** FDA, we all have our little strategies of

how to deal with this "thing" you have foisted upon us.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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I probably caught Covid from my vaxxed parents. My choice. Now I'm immune.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola!  You are on a pinnacle seeing over the masses of sheep being herded into pens that lamestream media ignores.

Thanks Top Posters, Merry Christmas and happy holidays to all.
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Merry Christmas! Rock and roll will save us don't worry! Live, not digital. And not f****** Dave Grohl either.

https://youtu.be/KXM7TFPrmDA
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silviabart
Joined On 12/29/2011 3:23:29 PM
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Thank you for your clear thinking and seeing through what is happening.
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Danmo43
Joined On 11/29/2021 12:39:32 PM
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The video would have ended happier with Schwab, Gates, Bezos, Dorsey, Fauci, and Zuckerberg hanging by ropes.
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Joined On 12/24/2021 11:55:10 AM
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A long interview but worth a listen. Cannot understand how to speed it up or skip but the info is valuable and I wish our media and

leaders would hear it.

In this interview with internationally renowned Dr. Shankara Chetty from South Africa, we discuss the Omicron variant, which is taking

the world as a storm. Is this variant to be feared, or could it actually be a positive development in this pandemic, as mostly inducing

mild disease, yet conferring post-covid natural immunity. These are among the timely and critically important aspects we discuss.

Dr. Chetty is a Family General Medical Practitioner in South-Africa, with considerable experience with the outpatient treatment of

COVID-19, having treated so far nearly 8,000 patients, in his outpatient practice, without any of them requiring hospitalization or even

oxygen.

Dr. Chetty holds a degree in medicine and surgery and also has advanced education in genetics, advanced biology, biochemistry and

microbiology.

open.spotify.com/.../6USptMJsKhdHG30OlUquWr
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Dude, what is up with Gates, Fauci et al?! This is like the ultimate Revenge of the Nerds! I grew up in a pretty tough neighborhood, in an

era where "sensitivities to certain groups" was unheard of! I was somewhere in the middle of getting picked on, and I certainly didn't

approve of some of the beatings I witnessed! But oh my gosh I can only imagine if the "Nerds' in the neighborhood at that time had

provoked attacks. Oh my Lord! It is evident that people need toughness and grit right now. Even though I am old I feel I am gaining

strength! I wonder if much of the public is just too toxi[ed and distracted and stupe[ed to put up any kind of [ght.
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Too much normalcy bias. About 90% remain in denial even if unjabbed. And the guys orchestrating this have all the money in the

world. They have bought all the otcials of every country who agreed to sell their own countrymen to these controlling sadists.

No courts, armies, or much of anything too help us. Everyone powerful enough, every institution big enough has been bought or

bribed. Pretty scary.
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bill_51
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:58:26 PM
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There is enough current science out there in the ether that no one should abide by these ridiculous government admonishments.

 People need to celebrate Christmas.
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N_b2054
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Reading comments I have also been a member of the Mercola site. As the gentlemen said I would rather be scared of the truth then the

lies.  I have always taken the stance [rst family then help others. I love the idea That they did in NY. Gathering volunteers to feed the

elderly. I’m in Tacoma WA. This has inspired me to lend help to all those that need it.
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Here in the Netherlands we are in total lockdown again. You can have 2 people visiting your house. They were very "gentle" to allow four

people at Christmas. All out of fear for Omicron, as they say. We know better, but still a lot of people don't. Yesterday I called a very dear

cousin of mine and it turned out she is on ski-holiday in Austria. Her children were coming too, as soon as they had their boosters. She

said, she just doesn't give everything a second thought; they can still do their thing, can't they? It won't be so bad. How can you not look

5 km further in a country that is in total lockdown, that is mandating the shots from 12 years up and highly recommend them for 5 years

up. Giving the unvaccinated a [ne of $4000 or a year imprisonment? How can we reach them? She's a lovely woman, always taking care

of others, I don't want to be hard on her. But to win this battle we need numbers!
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Oh totally agree. I’ve beat my head against The wall. Wondering what is wrong with people. People don’t want to give up what

they now enjoy and  live for. But why they can’t open their eyes!!!
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"But if I don't get vaccinated I can't ;y around the world, go to little shops or cafes, go to that university." They don't know that the

technocrats will take all those things away from them anyhow. They still think their elected otcials come up with all these ideas

and only want to keep the public safe and protected.
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Desmet talks about "Mass Formation" and how people like that are hypnotized, full of fear. They can be awakened, I read, with a

bigger fear. And there IS a bigger danger. The utter loss of our personalities and free will is a living death, and that is the deep

state agenda. And you and I know "It's Beginning to Look a Lot Like Genocide, 5 min song: www.bitchute.com/.../sqTd8LtViqI0

 the jabs are dfar more dangerous than COVID. But its not just the plandemic, whatever you think of it. Big tech is not only

overruling real medical doctors about COVID, but anything else somebody can make money from, so you get shoddy

merchandise, political lies, and toxins in EVERYTHING. This means many many threats to your life.

Commenters here are generally pretty sharp, but you have seen plenty of comments on other sites proving that even absolute

idiots love to express themselves. But Freedom of Information is not merely amusing. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION IS LIFE AND

DEATH. That is a slogan to learn and repeat everywhere because short things like that are remembered and form social

agreements. Freedom of Information is not merely amusing. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION IS LIFE AND DEATH.
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What should someone do if you have some assets??
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lpga2021
Joined On 5/2/2021 10:36:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After Biden's Christmas speech, travel writers produced stories of how proof of vaccines will be required to stay at hotels and enter

places.  Our Country is now in full on lockdown for those without proof of vaccines (three).
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This article is so true, I try my best to not comply, but all the hope people have written here doesn't seem to live here in Colorado, 98%

wear their mask and stay at home, and order their things from Amazon.  Just look into a mail truck.  Houses are being sold to

corporations - they plan to rent them.  There is a party tomorrow, I'll go, I hope the house is full !
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Will they even mind slavery? Their gleeful acceptance of their dehumanized status is baking. And sickening. I quit

communicating with most.
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This socialist/communist government can go screw themselves (although they probably like it) because this is still a FREE America and

I’ll gather family & friends as I damn well please!!!  Time for “We The People” to take back our country with each American’s personal

rights according to the constitution, not the manifesto! If every person [les a lawsuit against the Biden Regime, maybe we can [nally

get rid of these Anti-Americans by each American individually [lling the courts with law suits against the Democrat leadership for

violation of personal rights according to the constitution, not the manifesto! If every person [les a lawsuit against the Biden Regime,

maybe we can [nally get rid of these Anti-Americans once and fore all.

Only dead people, made up people and deviants voted for all these Democrats anyway. Use the courts!!  Maybe a Mass no-con[dence

law suit! Hey you lawyers out there….get this going and get your names in the books of American saving Patriots!!  Biden & all you’re

minions remember one thing…stop making God angry….the results won’t be pretty…especially at all your ages!!! Getting closer to seeing

him face to face to answer for your crimes!!! Think about it!!!
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mourningwarbler
Joined On 7/24/2009 3:16:05 PM
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Trying to make store chains that are selling the experimental gene therapy shot my sources of last resort. Sad to think about, but many

of those beautiful lights (and many other great stuff we enjoy) were made with slave labor in China. The USA must compete with slave

labor. I have no idea how to begin.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM
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I pray these criminals are put to death ...Merry Christmas .....
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karlalala
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This is linking to the wrong article. Looking for the 14 ways to detox after the jab.

??
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This was a truly inspirational and well-written article.  There is hope!!!!!!
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jennifermetz
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Happy Holidays everyone !!! I don't know what I would do without this community of sanity and reason. This is where I come every day

for a dose of reality and grounding ! Thank you ALL !!!!
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swabiengmail.com
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This s*** will crumble, it already is. Even people who take the vaccines recognize it as being like fast food that doesn't work, so this junk

will not be sustainable over the long haul. The media blackout of anything that is not 100% rah-rah aren't these vaccines wonderful is

giving the authorities an unclear picture of how people are really reacting to all of this, so they don't really have the proper information

to gauge the effect of their overreach. For instance in Massachusetts some of our "leaders" act like they are put upon parents who still

need to "educate" the public about how important it is for everyone to take these medicines. What they don't realize on the street is that

many people are just buying guns and making contingency plans to possibly move out of the state.

The authorities have such a feeble understanding of the Dynamics of people's reactions to all of this, mainly because they have never

allowed any kind of dialogue, just complete one-sided propaganda 24/7. Many of their actions show me that they do have a [rm

endgame In mind that they are marching toward, and no emerging data or changing Dynamics would move them off of their goal. But

the basic principle at play is that it is so much easier to Simply decide for yourself and have a conviction to not do something, then it is

to try and force someone into doing something that they are resolved not to do. Merry Christmas!
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I think more us should Google Klaus Schwab and review the website of THE WORLD ECONOMiC FORUM.  At [rst glance, "Strategic

Intelligence" looks overwhelming and yes! Frightening. This stuff is happening.... right under our noses folks. PREPARE FOR IMPACT,

the shifts are already in place... We must be on our toes, we must get connected to our local governments and be actively inolved in

expressing our opinions, our freedom and our rights.
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Dr. Mercola You were the best Dr. I ever had and I miss those years when I had a Dr. I trusted.  Merry Christmas Tammy Ames
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WW3 will not be a war of guns, tanks, and spit[res.  It will come silently and target every person on the planet.  Most will not see it

coming, or will deny its very existence.  It will invade your home, your bank account, and even your body.  In fact, it is already here.  WW3

is being fought with needles, lockdows, and encampments.  It is designed to keep you living in fear, to keep you compliant, and to keep

you quiet. Those who stand up against this 21st century tyranny are dismissed as conspiracy theorists, but we know the truth.  Do you?
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Yes everything is patented,even this (new) virus is patented.and thet's probably the reason why all proven medication to eradicate it are

banned.Treat a patented virus with a patented shot,to be sure it will not vanish.
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Also why they haven't publicized an isolated form of the virus. Copyright laws prohibit it.
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Merry Christmas Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community (Sue12Cross among many).  We need to keep it simple. One can

accept the "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle" perpetrated by The Powers That Be (TPTB) (Power Elite, Deep State, etc).  Or, one can

accept the "Reality of Common Sense" based on individual experiences and the truth.    Thus for 2022 - the basis of critical

thinking/common sense is "asking questions."  The big question for us all – what do we want to manifest in our hearts and minds? Life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness?  Truth, justice, understanding, and compassion? We are all in this together – together for the

greater good?  We must believe in ourselves, with the understanding that when we aligned ourselves with the greater good, the Universe

will always have our back.
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Joined On 9/17/2021 10:42:05 AM
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Loved the parody on “The Great Reset” - Prior to this year, it was ditcult for me to fathom such a thing as the “Great Reset” until there

were so many things that unfolded through the year such as “The covid vaccine mandate” that does not make sense when it’s been

proven that this vaccine will not stop transmission nor stop the vaccinated from getting covid, as noted through numerous

breakthrough cases. It also does not make sense that natural immunity is not even considered and vaccines are automatically

recommended.

Coupled with that is how reputable doctors and scientists are black listed and falsely labelled as giving “misinformation” when all they

are doing is sharing information on their practice and patients who have had adverse effects from the vaccine or sharing information on

how harmful the Covid 19 mNRA vaccine is as supported by the VAERS database which re;ects the thousands of deaths and adverse

effects experienced and suffered by the vaccinated.

And it’s sad & unconscionable where those with adverse effects have no recourse for the expenses incurred from any adverse effects

caused by the vaccine since vaccine manufacturers are not held accountable and are released of all liability. Then when  I saw how

digital certi[cates & passports are making their way into our lives;  I did additional research and started to see how it was all connected

tying in Bill Gates and his investments in vaccines, with no liability & his funding towards digital records.

There is an MIT news article regarding storing health medical history thru a vaccine & quantum tattoo. MIT worked w/Rice university on

this and after implanting the tattoo, a persons health vaccine history can be read on a smart phone (funded by Bill Gates foundation)

years ago! There is an additional article from Rice university & scienti[c tech regarding a chip in the works that can read a persons

health records. Thanks to Dr Mercola and Robert Kennedy’s book, it tied together all the pieces for me.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS Dr. Mercola and thank you for your honesty, integrity and just plain human kindness!  GOD BLESS YOU!!
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We have spoken  And now? Let's move Three are enough for the start
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Dr. Mercola, what is going on now is another form of  Holocaust!  Except now it's against those who are not as productive and need to

be eliminated.  The old, frail and weak.  The life expectancy has been reduced by two years--guess who we have lost?  Not sure why we

are working to stay healthy and strong?  Interestingly enough, all of the major players in this game are also old so when the winner is

declared who will be in charge?  When you take down a world and it's history, they will have nothing left of their empire.  Their powers

will be worthless.
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"Insanity" is a relative term. Unlike evil--which involves using bad means to a certain end which is often good--craziness can

mean saying you want one thing--and meaning it--but doing the opposite needed to bring it about. Like saying you want to end

pollution but forcing lots of disposable mask wearing. Saying you want a greener earth and stripping it of sunlight and carbon

dioxide. Bill Gates's behaviors are erratic and even assuming he wants more wealth, why focus so much on money? He could

have just sent a real killer bug like Ebola while monitoring everything from a personal island and killed off a lot of people quickly.

Then grabbed up the real estate for little or nothing. This is so scary I can't sleep at night.
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janskyg
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Merry Christmas everyone. Thank you Sue for your post. So much truth in your words. Take care everyone and do not stop putting the

truth out. Thank you Dr. Mercola for all your hard work. We appreciate it more than you know. Thank you everyone who has posted links

to the truth as it is information I may not have found myself. God bless each and everyone of you here.

🙏🙏🙏
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The story starts well scripted, and all together shocking!   The ending what we wish for, in our Christmas stocking. Sigh.......... Peace

begins with me.
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AMEN!
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The geoengineered snowstorm they scheduled is another example of how they want people to stay home. I have 4 wheel drive, so no

amount of snow will prevent me from spending Xmas with my son
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Right on rjc!!!! Have a fabulous day with your family. God bless.
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I have a few minutes ago added 2 pictures to my Pinterest 2,000 collection 'The Magic of Colour on Canvas'. IF you take the time to

look, I think Dr Mercola would be 'over the moon' + all the other World War 3 ones I have added - All linked to the above article. Including

this. "The Other Klaus (Knighted by the Queen!) Are they part of it?"   As far as I know there are very few artists anywhere using their

energy to WIN THIS WORLD WAR 3. I lived through Hitlers war, and watched incendiaries falling as the bombers looked for the Spit[re

factory where my father worked. WW3 we cannot see. Unless more people wake up and sign my web site www.idc-academy.com

(which entails removing All religions) -My GREAT RESET, then Gates & Klaus have won.
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Realize this...WITHOUT ENFORCERS none of this could happen. The polytickshuns are powerless without ENFORCERS. So when things

really start getting out of hand...treat them the same way the founding fathers treated King George's ENFORCERS on Concord Green.

End of problem.
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And the local enforcers. Not just the crooked cops but the neighborhood snitch and the karen. There need to be consequences

for their behaviors.  The local business owners need to unite and locate the neighborhood snitch. A good perusal of suspects'

SM accounts should provide evidence since they always brag about this kind of thing. Then remove them from their unelected

posts. And have some consequences waiting for the treachery. In a police state they really don't care about helping the

informants once they've made use of them.
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Cancel Christmas?  Not on a stack of vaxxed bureaucrats would I do so!  These lunatics can all go to hell and the fastest way to send

them there is to not comply.
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Using common sense during the holiday season, is the only thing I read about in the press.  Let's not go over the edge here thinking

anyone is telling you to cancel your holiday plans.  From what I see everywhere I go, no one is cancelling anything.  People are out and

about, whether masked or not, whether vaccinated or not.  People are doing what they feel is right for themselves and their family.  And

it's obvious that this has been the common thread throughout the entire pandemic.  I'm not judging anyone for their decisions, as when

we are divided, fear takes over, bad decisions are the norm and we lose our ability to compromise and [nd solutions.
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Don't forget the destruction of religion or rather, the replacement of religion with Statism...just like Stalin, Mao and other totalitarians

tried to do. Take on humanity and you might have temporary success, take on God and get yourself ready for HELL. Christmas has

NEVER meant more to me this year. Remember Christ died for us...the greatest gift ever given to us. My absolute favorite Christmas

carol this year...maybe ever:  Quand Dieu Naquit à Noël. (traditioninaction.org/religious/Music_P000_[les/P115_Quand.htm  ) May you

all have a happy and blessed Christmas.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 6:36:54 AM
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God gave us REASON, not religion. Religions have been proven over and over again to be control mechanisms for some elite

group to control another group. EVERY church I've ever attended was like that. There were the elite pastors, deacons and elders

and then there were the sheep that they  sheered so they could live in a lavish lifestyle.  My answer was found in the "Age of

Reason" by Thomas Paine.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 7:31:38 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John21601 - Thank-you for that link.  The carol is lovely & I have already shared the link with others.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 10:53:13 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Merry Christmas everyone! I wish each and every one of you a most happy and blessed holiday season!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 6:33:16 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember folks, the Covid con and Vaccines are not just for Christmas, but for ever more - If they get their way!   A Merry Christmas

and a Happy New Year to all,

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 6:31:52 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. Behavior modi[cation by social engineers who hate humanity.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 3:21:23 PM

% Like  & Dislike
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tis the season of fear and loathing  Hear the sound of freedom foaming "Merry Xmas Suckers " "I ain't taking the jab"

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 6:28:36 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

SarahB
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:42:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh I am so happy to be here with all of you! I feel joy. Joy because this is a community and communities are what we need most now.

Communities forming all over the world and interacting with each other and sharing information and solutions, which is what happens

here. Thank you Dr. Mercola for creating this community. Strength in numbers helps to overcome fear and fear is the opposite of love.

Back in 2010 I had the great opportunity to hear a Mayan elder speak. He was one of the “Grandfathers” and highly revered. He was

being asked about the meaning of the end of the Mayan Calender and if it is the end of the world. He said “No, not like Hollywood style”

but it is the end of control of years of toxic patriarchy.

Those who cling to it and refuse change will perish, but those who embrace the next human evolution which is characterized more by

tolerance, acceptance and love for humankind and the Earth will not only survive, but will thrive. However, those in “control” now will not

give up willingly so they will go out kicking and screaming. I think this is where we are now. But I am seeing what happens with those

who embrace community. I am seeing a lot of this in the health care [eld where health care workers are just [red for not taking the

shot.

Seemingly devastating at [rst, but then some are joining together and are forming their own clinics or Heath care practices and though

it is challenging, I am hearing more and more reports of great satisfaction and happiness that comes from working within ones own

creation. “ This is why I went into medicine in the [rst place!”  I am hearing similar expressions of joy from parents who have pulled

their children out of school and who are homeschooling but are doing so with small groups of other parents. Creativity is  an

 expression of joy and of life. Has it struck you how lifeless and automated these great reset people seem when they speak? They

remind me of that old movie “Metropolis”. Love to you all!
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Beautifully said SarahB. Thank you. I agree that we are a community here of people from around the world and isn't it wonderful.
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SarahB - thank-you too, for your beautiful contribution to this comment section.  I feel equally blessed to have this community to

turn to, especially in these trying times.  Merry Christmas...
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Nano-tech "antenna'" in jab. truthcomestolight.com - brain control!
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Love the information, wish it stayed up longer or we could share with family
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BLUEEYESMC
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Thank you Sue for drawing our attention to the positives.  It is good to live in an attitude of gratitude, Rather like the man who

complained because he had no shoes, until he met a man who had no feet.  That put things in perspective for him.     They cannot take

Christmas from those of us who are Christians, as Christmas lives in our hearts, and over;ows to those who are unaware of Who lives

in our hearts and lives.  There is a renewed hunger in people for the full truth.  With thanks and blessings.  Elsie
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I live in Indiana.  Yeah, not the best state in its Covid policies but by far not the worse.  We had a spike in Covid for about three weeks

and this week the spike is declining....We have a system that ranks counties by how cases from 0.5 (color blue) to 3 (color red).  Well,

last week a good portion of the state was red....as of this Wednesday it is almost all 2.5 and 2 with more than a few of red.  But we took

no heavy handed anything, we lived our lives and the spike is declining.  We are also one of least jabbed states as well. No one is

listening to not celebrating Christmas ... if they are it is a personal choice.  They can’t rob unless you let them.  And they can’t rob unless

the people of the state have voted in dolts.  I am so thankful I do not live in a democratic held state or on either of the coasts. Merry

Christmas everyone! Hope is alive!
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Not Florida or Texas but one of the top ten freest states according to one chart. I live here and everything seems almost normal.

But I live in a rural area. Not Indianapolis.
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Where is the spike protein article?
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I was so absorbed in this article I was disappointed when I got to th end!
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THE Great Reset is Real Friends-DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH and see Klaus, Gates etc..have spoken even recently about it..they do NOT

hide their intentions...One fearless TRUTH teller is Italian Archbishop Carlos Vigano- former Vatican Papal Nuncio (Ambassador from

Rome) in Washington DC (he lived and knows the swamp) ...He was sounding the alarm very early

on...www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/archbishop-vigano-pens-dire-warnin.. ... more recently Vigano spoke:

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/abp-vigano-the-catholic-church-has-a-duty..and for a very informative Q & A:

insidethevatican.com/.../the-vigano-tapes  ...Klaus Schwab in HIS OWN WORDS- www.weforum.org/.../the-great-reset  

 www.youtube.com/watch
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Scary as heck. I frequently pray I will die before the Reset occurs. It scares me that much. I would gladly choose death.
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Ho Ho Ho Sandy Claws wants to take a SLASH at  gates too..... BUT.Oh lets kick back and have a good time with this old Christmas

 tune...              www.youtube.com/watch
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The ‘elite-cabalists’ are trying to create conditions for mass formation hypnosis (which is already in place for many). Many of the

masses are feeling total anxiety, fear, and panic, etc., and it's easier to follow along with what you're being told by these demonic

governments and therefore you start to feel reconnected with others who are also ‘followers’ as the hypnotized fully identify with

whatever they're going through with the others who are also hypnotized and brainwashed. Sadly, every deceit you’re being told becomes

part of false promises by these ‘demonic’ oligarchy, worldly, governments as many blindly follow their narrative, even as they blindly

start losing their sense of self-identity and they willingly give up their ‘freedoms’ etc. You saw that happen during Karl Marx and Stalin

as he started putrefying his own people with his communistic ideas as he killed off 80,000,000+  million of his own people within one

decade.

The world is now heading in that same direction as an entire global scope is being beset by ‘mass hypnosis and brainwashing’ that is

affecting the mass consciousness of the planet. And it won't stop until many start and then continue to awaken more fully. Otherwise,

this entire planet will be lost to totalitarianism, Communism, and slavery, and then you and your children, and your children's children

will all be wearing little gray suits memorizing ‘The Communist Manifesto’! I'm not trying to rain on anybody but ‘This Is Some Real S**T

Going Down’.  Too many are getting mesmerized by worldly thoughts and activities that keep them dumbed down to the point that they

become totally numb and willingly accept and do anything that they are told. Wake TFU before it's too late!
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Agreed! though there are MANY of US out there & we will continue to spread TRUTH and WTH up these Brainwashed SHEEP. God

will help us, as Nothing is Impossible for GOD!
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But unlike Hitler, Mao or Stalin this very "community" must remain physically separated. Reduced to online mediation by Big

Tech. Making true human society or communion impossible. And hypochondria is not much of a life purpose. That's what makes

no sense to me. I talked to a friend caught in the psy opp over the phone. She had called me while I was sick and quarantined and

screamed "Get vaxxed!" while I vomited. Her: You need to get vaxxed or you'll kill people. Me: But I'm high risk. More likely to die

than most from my autoimmune disease.

Her: Okay. Apply for an exemption. And never leave home again if you get one. Me: You realize the way we're living is

unsustainable. Her: What? You're crazy. Then she went on to complain about all the empty shelves at Walmart that suddenly are

appearing. I [nd her behavior troubling. Not just irrational but immoral. Unloving. But she considers it to be unsel[sh. Maybe I

need to quit communicating with her. She makes me sick in a literal way--but not with Covid. They are all in trouble because they

chose SAFETY above humanity.
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Thank you for a cheery wake-up call.  I think that your video is very well done.  Merry Christmas!
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Thanks Sue, wonderful thoughts and sentiments.  Merry Christmas to you all, and wishes for a good next year. I love reading all the

comments here, and love our “Mercola family”!
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A stunningly good post from Waking Times here: www.wakingtimes.com/the-christmas-baby-born-in-a-police-state-then-and..  Asking

the question about what would happen if Jesus had been born right now? This reminds of Bede Gritths the cross-faith Benedictine

monk who ran an ashram who actually wrote about the third coming of Christ in his wonderful book "A New Vision of Reality". I

thoroughly recommend this as Christmas reading. Happy Christmas everyone. xx
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Does anyone remember the old myths of the North American Indians, the Mayans, the Indians and many other ancient indigenous

groups who predicted this time in their oral and written traditions. That the dates of 21/12/12 and 21/12/21 were important in

delineating the time of the Great Shift (not reset), that they predicted years of trouble and then after a new Golden Age (pretty close to

Revelations). That the shift would start in 2012 but the Solstice of 21st December 2021 would be a critical date for mankind. If we hold

strong, true, with love and light this Christmas season, remembering the reason that the Christ child was born, if gratitude is our weave,

and love is the weft of our existence, we can all help usher in a new age of understanding. Remember these tyrants are using FEAR as

their principal weapon, but remember too that St. John said that the opposite of FEAR is LOVE. Light, love and blessings to you all at

this holy time. Namaste.
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YES! "the darkness will NOT overcome the LIGHT"...the Children of the LIGHT will continue to Shine Truth, Freedom, LOVE, JOY

and HOPE...the Masses will AWAKEN soon!
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This is nothing but the truth!
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"So...which one of them vaccines they gave you?" twitter.com/.../1
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The cancelling of Christmas is really just preparing us for the time that global warming sinks the North Pole and Santa's workshops.
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I think they want to cancel Christianity.
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love your newsletter Doc. M.  What would we do without you, thank you very much for all you do. Best wishes for the holidays. Rahila
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This rotten stinkin lyin media phalanx has gotta go...they create public opinion while injecting horri[c fear in sickening doses...and can

never be questioned. They shame and pressure a dependent herd in league with political posers and deep state intelligence agency

psy-op goals. The funny thing is they haven't fooled a majority of people I talk to, just the goody-two's ruled by "rules." Don't let the

Blitzers, O'Donnels or Coopers create your reality or let Anti-Claus Grinch Fauci steal your Christmas. If they were legit they would have

hollered over 20 years of fake wars/deaths/displacements, phony foods, extravagant ineffective healthcare, industrial pollution...and

not Russia, Black Lives, Trump tweets or vaxx hesitancy. And just look at the crap they sell between "virtue" messaging.
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YES........the news medias need to keep this thriller game , Covid-19 rolling on  ,makes for more B S and twisted lies...and gives

them more power...to CONTROL....yes 'Keep them, in the dark and feed a lots of Bullsh*t  .makes for  a great crop  of

mushrooms"
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On the positive side, three fourths of Americans no longer trust the media. Yay!
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and I thought we had put Nazi Germany behind us...
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and I thought we had put Nazi Germany behind us...
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@micuda:  Oh, we did that.  What we didn't do is keep the bolsheviks out.
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I Have No Mouth And I must Scream, Harlan Ellison - look it up.
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stanleybecker
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what about the "Primal Scream"? ~ Janov in;uenced John Lennon and he wrote "Mother" ~ www.youtube.com/watch
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Stanley Lennon did warn us about "the men in grey suits" of course. btw I met Janov while living in LA for a while - much smarter

than his critics.
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For years there has been a war on Christmas.....When you see the word Xmas....that is part of that war....As humanity is led away from

God and from Christ and from spirituality we also see the decay of morals as we are herded to enslavement by the pushers of the NWO
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greeneyedlady
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Does anyone have the video of Dr Mercola demonstrating how to mix the hydrogen peroxide,water and salt for the Trex Nebulizer? I

can't [nd it online and I thought maybe someone has it and could text it to me. Thank you in advance for any info. I hope everyone has a

Very Merry Christmas and a Blessed New Year!
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Merry Christmas!! Missed a recent Mercola article? Since Dec 6th I have been reposting them at

notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles
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I have been saving the articles as PDFs for quite a bit longer.  Do you want these to post?
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Let's all consider the empirical evidence of "REAL SCIENCE" that clearly proves, without a doubt, that "NO PATHOGENIC VIRUS HAS

BEEN ISOLATED, PURIFIED, CHARACTERIZED, & PROVEN TO EXIST, OR, CAUSE DISEASE!"  If anyone believes, even a little, that they

exist, then you are prone to the effects of the psyop & the resulting psychosis, anxiety, fear & causations that manifest in reductions in

health, wellness, freedom & self empowerment.  Yes, our governments, NGO's, technocracy, media, institutions, corporations, medical

system, legal system, school system, et al, are engaged in 'crimes against humanity' enabling lab created "bioweapons" & "energy

weapons" to assert their will & dominance. These manufactured & willful deployments of "WMD's" are assaulting humanity via a well

planned multi-faceted strategic attack & targeting schedule using controlled injections, aerosolization, medical interventions, pills,

foods, GMO's, 5G,  EMF's, PPE, gasoline, diesel, kerosene, natural gas, propane, various consumer goods, etc.

Effective counter-measures & strategies: 1) Commit to Truth. 2) grow your own food, or, purchase local from trustworthy producers. 3)

avoid processed foods. 4) lots of fresh air. 5) moderate exercise. If you can add in some resistance exercises is exponentially

bene[cial. 6) consume appropriate quality supplements (these days your immune system is working hard). 7) plenty of quality sleep. 8)

live life normally, without fear. The unspoken word of our 'actions' by being genuinely happy are most in;uential. 9) greatly reduce &

eliminate TV, radio, social media, tv sports, or, any form of movies, video, or other media. Even doing so for a few weeks is massively

bene[cial. Then, if one wants to view, be very selective & stringently limit time spent. (hint - some shows or movies prior to the PC era

are better choices). 10) reconnect personally with family, friends & community, if possible. Avoid negative & unreasonable people. 11)

Laugh, Love & be Joyous.
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Lastly, know that much of the religious scripts are not the Word of God. Divinity does not use fearmongering, cult worship,

legalese, belittlement, threats, coercion, attacks, brutality, cruelty, savagery, tyranny, punishment, or hatred, to control man, & is a

con;icting fallacy & complete disconnect from Christ's teachings. Therefore, removing the Book of Revelations & the Old

Testament (except for Genesis, Psalms, Proverbs) from the Christian bibles such as the King James & Lamsa Bibles will be

hugely bene[cial & transformative.  This is the case in all religions, for they all have texts & scriptures that are in total con;ict of

their Creator. For example, 30% of the Koran is non-integrous, negative & deleterious, & this is what is being used to 'wage jihadi

war'.

The global elitist satanic cabal that is running the world today are using these destructive scripts & texts as their 'modus

operandi' (MO) to execute their agenda. After centuries of programming, its child's play to get many Christian people to believe in

"the end times", or, "the mark of the beast", as an "out of our control reality". Once mass formation psychosis is achieved, they

know people have rendered themselves helpless, hopeless, powerless & easily malleable, even to the point of begging to being

taken to slaughter. The savage satanic Sabbatean-Frankist cult is controlling the levers of power & they believe in the exact

opposite of Christian values, therefore, knowing this, one can understand the core of the enemy of humanity & devise a counter

attack. Use Christmas as a time of gratitude, re;ection & an opportunity to reconnect, recommit, reenergize & reemerge as a

soldier of Truth & re;ection of our true Source of Life & Power. MERRY CHRISTMAS!
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I found your post very interesting. All you write makes a lot sense. Is there any truth to the supposed law of karma or not per your

spiritual investigations?
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Vladimira - absolutely, there is. To summarize, every human is born with a karmic inheritance & a set level of consciousness

based on numerous factors, including one's own karmic inheritance, as well as, that of the attractor [elds aligned with a given

level & of those of in;uence. Being born (manifest) into human existence is a fortuitous gift, as an expression of Divinity, when

the time & conditions are right, & is the greatest opportunity to build & accumulate karmic merit in the transcendence of the

various levels of consciousness (spiritual evolution), for which, is bene[cial to all life.

It is also during this time that people can also accumulate negative karmic merit & descend into the lower levels of

consciousness. Some people have 'oscillated' in their consciousness evolution during their human existence, as well. For

example, in the manifestation of the medical tyranny being currently experienced, many have descended from a 'neutral', or, a

'bene[cial' level of consciousness, to a negative &/or a progressively deleterious level that has resulted in much harm to

humanity & nature. Yet, there as others (fewer) that have risen in consciousness in this time.

All of life is a form of energy that possesses a progressively higher vibrational frequency as higher levels of consciousness are

experienced, or, achieved, & therefore possess more power as higher levels are attained/experienced. One's spirit/soul is eternal

& corelates to the level of consciousness attained & experienced operationally during one's human life time. One's own level of

consciousness & karmic merit is directly related to one's own heart-centric intention, humility & resulting actions, for which, can

also receive additional bene[t from the heart-centric intentions of others. Everything is recorded in consciousness for all eternity

& 'ripples' through the Universe much like the ripples of water radiate outward from the interaction with a stone. Karma is an

absolute.
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Thank you very much for the response. It is interesting that you can descend in consciousness instead of ascend and improve.

Well before Covid, I realized that most people have misspent lives. It seems to me that most people the older they get, the

weirder they get. Instead of improving with time most people choose to get worse. Children seem so much less damaged than

adults. It seems that instead of ascending in consciousness humanity as a total descends in consciousness as the centuries

keep going and we get more and more divorced from nature.
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Unfortunately, too many people become "of this world", rather than simply "live in this world". The ego-centric personality rejects

Divinity's dominion & is consumed/obsessed with self 'gain', 'being right' & 'power', justi[able 'at any cost' (end justi[es the

means), whereas, the heart-centric intentions are based on principles, morals, ethics, humility, gratitude, peace, respect, integrity,

empathy, forgiveness, vigilance & virtue. The innate innocence of the human condition that is typically evident in a young child, is

typically abandoned at an increasing rate with the discovery of the self (ego) & further written over by the programming of

societies, cultures, institutions & other ego machinations that place the self as the supreme.

When one realizes that 88% of the global population operates at a level of consciousness that is below the base level of integrity,

it is not hard to understand the plethora of human suffering & calamities. Western civilization, especially the USA & Canada have

been the most conscious countries in the world, but, have been in decline since 2001. Different regions of the world, different

cultures, different religions, etc., also operate at different levels of consciousness. For example, in the USA, approx. 61% operate

below the level of basic integrity. This is the lowest (best) of all nations. It is also noteworthy to note that this has changed

signi[cantly in the last 15 years, up from 55%. There are areas of the world where 98 - 99% of the population operates below the

level of basic integrity.

The scourge of relativism, egotism, perversion, & pervasive psychopathy in most positions of power is quickly positioning

humanity at the brink of a potentially & eminent colossal disaster, unless We, the People resist, reject & rise above the satanic

forces from the lowest levels of human consciousness that have their murderous hands on the levers of power. A great

'cleansing' & 'renewal' is necessary.
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I have a question.........Does anyone actually believe the hysteria, lockdowns, masks, social distancing and variants will go away after

everyone is vaccinated ? Or should i say fully vaccinated, which, considering the boosters, nobody will ever be.
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Nope. Fauci, Tedros, and countless others assured us months before the clot shots rolled out. The masks, antisocial distancing,

rolling lockdowns, and surveillance are here to stay. The New Normal. Compliance offers no real, lasting reward.
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Fake meat, while Bill Gates of Hell gorges himself on cheeseburgers.........what arrogance!
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PROGRESSION OF PROOF OF VACCINATION  Mark of the BEAST FROM CARD TO PHONE TO HAND QUANTUM DOT TATTOO (QDT):

MIT has found a way to store vaccine records just under the skin to prove vaccine compliance needed to ‘get back to normal’ (code for

buy and sell), using a quantum dot dye that is delivered, along with a vaccine, by a microneedle patch. The dye, which is invisible to the

naked eye, can be read later using a specially adapted smartphone. The QDT  will be the “PROOF OF VACCINATION COMPLIANCE”)

needed to “get back to normal” (CODE FOR BUY AND SELL) You won't be held down and forced that way; but as Windowscentral said

about their Worldwide Digital ID system, "non-participants will be unable to buy or sell goods or services".

People who don’t get it just won’t be able to buy and sell; your [nancial transactions will be blocked. It looks like a patch. (See

Revelation: 13:16-18, and 9:12-14) If you buckle and take it,  no chance of repentance. (Revelation 14:9-12) HERE ARE SOME PICS or

JPGS OF WHAT IT CAN LOOK LIKE!!!  www.evangelicaloutreach.org/.../microneedle-MOTB.jpg

 ~ www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-vax-record-on-skin.jpg

 www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-before-after.jpg  ~ www.evangelicaloutreach.org/.../biomarkers-in-the-skin.jpg

 ~ www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/palisade-microneedle-mark-of-the-be..   It can come in the mail or by Fed Ex.

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-mark-diagram.jpg
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can I forward this video? I love it!!  Is it available on Rumble or Bitchute? Could you post the link?
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Orcus_
Joined On 9/4/2021 10:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE GREAT RESET BY COVID KLAUS www.bitchute.com/.../vdjPO4V2MODX
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lindalonia
Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What if those you love are all vaccinated? Should we no longer fear transmission from them and invite them over for Christmas and all

the other holidays, allow them to sleep over at our house?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's your decision. I choose love over fear.
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jlksthompson
Joined On 5/18/2015 4:38:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are so many smart people so stupid?????  I've been asking myself that from the beginning of this Scamdemic.  It's really mind

boggling when people/friends you've known for years fall for all this crap.  Yesterday when asking a friend her plans for Christmas day

she said she was only having 3 people over and they were all fully vaxxed.  Huh?  No words, I just shook my head as she stood 2 meters

away.  I know I'm not alone as far as knowing what's going on, but damn, it sure feels like it most of the time.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something about a psy opp and mass formation. I don't understand either. I should be a perfect subject--meaningless, lonely

life--but remained immune to the propaganda. I don't like Orwellian double speak BS. Togetherness is NOT isolating in permanent

quarantine. Enforced distancing at all times is antisocial. And this antihuman crap enforced on us all is not normal even if it is

relatively new. A sense of community and purpose is what the mass formation offers. But their "community" is one where people

live in fear of one another. And the only real life purpose seems to be avoiding infections. Hypochondria is not an inspiring thing

to build your life around. I worry humanity may go extinct. Then I get so angry and disgusted with all the brainwashed morons I

wonder if maybe the globalists are right to despise the human race as a whole.
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rkostoff
Joined On 11/26/2010 5:14:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An article titled "Prevention and reversal of chronic diseases: A protocol" has been published recently in Public Health and Toxicology,

and is available Open Access at the following link: (www.publichealthtoxicology.com/Prevention-and-reversal-of-chronic-dise.. ).  While

the methodology has been tailored to three speci[c diseases in past studies, it is general, and can be readily tailored to any chronic

disease.  Equally important, based on two recent studies showing strong commonality between chronic disease contributing factors

and COVID-19 contributing factors (pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../;  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34779496 ), the methodology may be

applicable to prevention of infectious diseases (including COVID-19) as well.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the key articles that one sees changing every 48 hours on Mercola.com website can only be seen on the English and Spanish

Mercola.com websites. Is it in any way possible that Dr. Mercola with help could somehow get these articles in these other 7 languages

that are already in service because more people need to hear this critical information? These other 7 languages (clicking at top of

website) don't have these articles.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take your wealth, your property, and your children then FORCE you to take an experimental jab that will slowly kill you then they get your

wealth, your property, and your children for good! ;) With you gone no one can hear the children scream!
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HOLY COW AWESOME Video!!!! Where can I [nd a link to just the Video??? as this article is going to disappear in T-minus 46 hours!
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would also know how I can save this video. Maybe some savvy reader can assist us. Yesterday someone suggested some video

Downloader from Firefox, but it did not work for me.
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Hi, cakesjean~  Over the past several weeks there have been a lot of suggestions on how to save all the articles posted by Dr.

Mercola, some also with the Comments too.  Try to check in more frequently, as there are many wondering the same thing. I've

saved a few comments by others, because I haven't had time to attempt doing this yet, and not real computer literate myself.

Here are several recent comments by those who offered help to others.  I can't stay right now, but  may [nd a few more in my

notes and if so, will come back to post them. Hope something here might be helpful for you.

jamNjim      The articles are deleted after 48 hours. If you click on an article that was published 3 days ago it will redirect you to

the newest article which is todays article on Dr. McCullough. It doesn't do this occasionally. It does this every time. If you want to

read these articles later because you don't have time to read them the day they are published you have to save them. Go to the

upper righthand corner of your browser. You will see 3 dots or 3 lines. Click on that and a pull-down menu opens. Scroll down the

menu of the pull-down until you see the "print" command. Click on that. Go to the "destination" box and select "save as a PDF".

You may have to rename it when you do this. Most of the time the title of the article becomes the name of the PDF [le. All text,

comments, and links are saved in the PDF. Unfortunately, doing this does not create a link to or a copy of the video

versatile Yes, save the posts. I take this a step further. I view the post, and open the comments on the evening before the post is

deleted. Then I save the [le as a mhtml [le - webpage complete. This ensures I have the entire post, including all links and

comments in a single [le. Saving as a PDF with the print menu, or by the Safe as PDF link on the page often misses some links

and never includes the invaluable comments  These are all I could [nd
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12-22-21   tanya_marquette   I use Firefox and do not  have the option to save as a Pdf so easily.  Wish I could. However, I have a

Firefox Add on button that takes me thru a few steps to save as a pdf [le. I also make sure the Sources list is open as well as the

comments which I also [nd interesting and invaluable. Then I do a copy/paste into a word document so it is saved on my

computer.  I can then [le the article or save as a pdf from my word processing program.  I use Word Perfect . I also bought a

subscription to Mercola's Substack web site for ability to search and save what I may miss. Finances are really lousy but these

articles are so important to save that it seemed most important to support the effort.

AaronF Hi Janetr, I am doing that too. Saving these articles as pdf's on my computer. However, it is sometimes ditcult and time

consuming to do that, because when I right-click at the top of each article to open the dropdown menu, and click on save as pdf,

all I get is a blank pdf! Not all the time, but enough to make it a problem. What I then do is just highlight the whole article and

copy and paste; that works, but I have to reduce the margins and set it for landscape orientation for it all to [t on the pages. Do

you have a more convenient way for saving these articles?

AaronF; I ditched microshaft windoze a long time ago; so I'm not sure what the options are there. In Linux; what I do, if I don't see

the PDF option, I simply copy the entire article into LibraOtce Write, clean it up a bit; then "export as pdf". It's a very simple

process. I also use VideoDownloadHelper in Firefox, to download the videos. I have hundreds of these PDFs and videos in my

library. :::CONT:::
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ragus I agree @janetr, we have to make our own copies. The easiest way I have found, which also preserves the formatting is

SingleFile for Firefox (addons.mozilla.org/.../single-[le  ) which saves an entire webpage including images, styling, frames, fonts

etc. as a single HTML [le. Remember to expand "Sources and References" and "Comments". Ask here or message me for help.

@Randyfast: "I also use VideoDownloadHelper in Firefox, to download the videos." Embedded videos in articles ought to have the

source URL listed below them, so we don't have to look in the source code for the URL. Check out github.com/.../yt-dlp  to make a

local video copy.  

versatile Yes, save the posts. I take this a step further. I view the post, and open the comments on the evening before the post is

deleted. Then I save the [le as a mhtml [le - webpage complete. This ensures I have the entire post, including all links and

comments in a single [le. Saving as a PDF with the print menu, or by the Safe as PDF link on the page often misses some links

and never includes the invaluable comments. to your health, tracy
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another year without a family christmas THE GREAT RESET BY COVID KLAUS www.bitchute.com/.../vdjPO4V2MODX
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To save an article, the easiest way which also preserves the formatting is SingleFile for Firefox (addons.mozilla.org/.../single-[le

 ) which saves an entire webpage including images, styling, frames, fonts etc. as a single HTML [le. Remember to expand

"Sources and References" and "Comments". Please ask here or message me for help. Please try out the add-on and recommend

it to others, if you [nd it useful. Of course, if you [nd a better solution, let us all know. To [nd the video address for any video,

look in the HTML: Right click, select "Inspect", search for "bitchute.com" (or youtube, etc.) Embedded videos really ought to have

the URL printed below them. For a local video copy, check out github.com/.../yt-dlp  Merry Christmas :)
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News The White House is seeking to ease approval of GENE-EDITED MEAT.
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headlinehealth.com/covid-19-ruins-testicles-massive-loss-of-male-ferti..
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how mush sperm does a man in his late 80s have? ~ this is a ridiculous study when the main danger is for woman who are

vaccinated and sterilized
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It may not be just male infertility. Do some research.
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Okay, if this article were written a year ago, people would think it was a joke  and no way in the world would this ever happen. Hopefully,

the masses will wake up now and [ght back tooth and nail. Time to wake up people.  The end of the age is here...[nally.  Thank God. It's

refreshing to know that these evil people will no longer ever, ever exist ever again on this earth in the new Kingdom after they are burnt

up and their leader the devil himself, not a ;ood, but a [re will destroy them once and for all this time.  His will will be done and His

Kingdom will be the new earth as it was meant from the beginning. A new earth and heaven awaits for His followers. Witness Lee has

great material on the bible. LSM.org
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The Mark of The Beast Is Upon Us.  Pray for God’s Grace 

🙏

.
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They do not necessarily disbelieve. They have other motivations to gain more personal power. Is that true of Joe Biden?  Think

about it.
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We cannot let them distroy what God has given us.  He died on the cross to save us from our sins.  Pray like you never prayed before.

 God is listening.  He hears everything we say and do no matter what.  He knows the evil that is in our world.  But he wants us to [ght on

our own to save our country.  His angels are watching.  Read the Bible.  We cannot let the Government take everything away from us

and if we do not [ght back then we lost our country.  Continue with your plans for Christmas and enjoy what we still have.  We cannot

let the government succeed earning money off of the covid or mandates.We are all in this together so lets [ght together.  They say

there is more virus's coming.  Who is letting them out.  It is their way of keep making money and we all suffer.  And if we do nothing but

sit on our butts then our country will not survive.  People will not survive.  Think about our kids.  They will suffer  they won't have a life.  I

could never bring a child into this world  with a communist country.  It is all about depopulation, money, and control.  Don't be blind to

see what is going on.  Merry Chirstmas to all.  And pray for a better year.
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I'm very glad that Dr. Mercola knows about the New World Order. I hope that he sees that this is all talked about in the book of

Revelations, faith in Jesus is what will save us all.
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Man invented religions and gods and bible type of literature
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The book of Revelations is unfolding before our eyes. The vaccine being the mark of the beast. Vaccines contain aborted fetal cells,

dna altering substances, and many more things that upsets God. Don't take the mark.
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Revelation. Singular. Not plural.
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Merry Christmas, everyone!  Salvation and Eternal life through Christ Jesus is the greatest Gift of all and for all time!
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Who cares about Christmas, what about the last year? When are we getting that back? How about NEVER! I feel sorry for your children

and grandchildren if you voted for President-elect Harris.
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Not quite yet. Wait until Joe croaks.
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Hear ye the word which the Lord speaketh unto you, O house of Israel: thus saith the Lord, Learn not the way of the heathen, and be not

dismayed at the signs of heaven; for the heathen are dismayed at them. For the customs of the people are vain: for one cutteth a tree

out of the forest, the work of the hands of the workman, with the axe. They deck it with silver and with gold; they fasten it with nails and

with hammers, that it move not. Jeremiah 10:1-4

Christmas used to be illegal in the USA, because the people who founded this country knew that it was a pagan holiday.  My my

my…how far away from God have we fallen as a nation. We’ve Christianized Easter and Christmas, and the Pagans laugh at us, because

we celebrate in ignorance the same High Holy Days as them.  Sometimes truth is a problem for people, because it requires them to

make changes to their lives. Sadly, most people will NEVER give up their pagan holiday traditions even though they know that they are

an abomination before God.  They will defend these traditions with every [ber of their being, but for the very few who stand for truth and

want to be pleasing to God, they will stop doing things that anger Him.
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https://youtu.be/IoBM3XQCC2g  Straight from their own mouths!!!
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I see a comment posted under my name and e- mail that I DID NOT POST. ?? It is about lab grown meat and is a comment I made

months ago somewhere am not sure if it was here on old mercola article. Can someone explain this to me-?
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Yes, I see your name and comment posted from 12/21/2020 6:30:06 PM.  This newsletter IS from last year. If you check most

dates from posts, you'll notice they are from 2020.  Sometimes Dr. Mercola brings up a past topic that may be relevant for a new

look.
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This article was originally post 12-21-2020. That's when you posted your comment.
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Can someone tell me a good nebulizer to buy? Thanks
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I generally [nd nebulizers on Amazon, ahem. I have always used them in conjunction with trying to be a vocalist. If one lasts for a

year I consider that to be successful, but I often can't [nd exactly the same brand again. I just look for ones that are about 25 or

$30 and if it works I am happy. I get the little pink darts with the saline solution already made up in it to [ll them, which are

always available on Amazon also.
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OhioNana; I recently searched for "best nebulizers" and came up with some options.... check out what works for your needs; do

not let me in;uence your situation; I am just giving you a personal experience. Personally, I was looking for a sturdy tabletop

plug-in model that would last awhile and deliver the best bang for buck. I did not necessarily need a portable, battery operated

model, which might have a lighter motor. I saw this one that people said they switched to & that the pros use. I used a company
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model, which might have a lighter motor. I saw this one that people said they switched to & that the pros use. I used a company

that specializes in medical equipment: HealthProductsForYou.com. They have a respiratory therapist on staff. They also had a

sale and coupon code. I bought the Pari Vios LC Plus Adult Aerosol Nebulizer Compressor(45.99) and added the mask(4.19),

plus replacement [lters (27.99 for a 12-pack) so I would be all set for a while and not neglect to change [lters.

They also have other models, one less expensive, but I wanted one that would be durable for a while so I wouldn't be replacing it

sooner than later. Please look at other sites also (I did). I liked this small company in my state; happy to shop locally and with

small enterprise for this. They sent me coupon codes when I signed up with email address, and had some videos and info on the

site that helped me decide and know what to do. And no, I get nothing from them in putting this info out there; I just have had a

good experience and am sharing...I have been happy with using it.  I also watched Dr. Mercola and Dr. Brownings' videos; which I

highly recommend. Thanks to Dr. Mercola for all the info that he shares...so many people have been helped and have also passed

on the positive help to others. Wishing you the best in your search for what works best for you....

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/25/2021 10:46:52 AM
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m with you all on most things but, I’m con;icted on the lab meat issue.  You see, I am vegetarian - as are an ever growing number of

people and many going full vegan as well. They do it for love of animals, ALL animals, not just their pets. And they do it because they

believe they feel and are truly healthier, aside from the concern about getting enough vitamin B-12.  Most of us were vegetarian before

lab grown meat came on the scene.  Personally, I have no interest in eating a product that looks and tastes like it came from an animal’s

body which I presume the lab grown stuff does.  

I’d be very happy to rid our planet of CAFO’s and horrendous slaughter houses!  We vegetarians have done quite well on a diet that

includes beans, quinoa, nut meats nutritional yeast, hemphearts etc. without the bad oils the lab grown contains.  So, my advice would

be to NOT line the pockets of the lab meat pro[teers and learn about good old fashioned vegetarian dishes, RELEASE the millions of

animals from a life of misery, rape and torture,  use the land to grow the food for people NOT the livestock industry, SAVE the rainforest

being burned down for animal food and DON’T give in to lining Bill Gates pockets even more with his arti[cial meat and DO [nd out the

time-tested alternatives to savage-gained animal meat.  It’s a win-win-win all around win!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 3:16:17 AM
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM
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LOVE your comment Wendy.  NOTHING good can come from thinking it is ok to torture our fellow creatures, and especially

MAMMALS who have high intelligence, strong emotions, who love and feed their young from their own bodies.   Yes meat eating

is the worst thing a human can do for our Planet. It is also the worst addiction.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 9:45:28 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well we can agree that nobody should be forced to eat mashed beetles and whatever abominations crazy Billy grows in his labs.

Almost all of us would prefer chickpeas and lentils to that.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/24/2021 3:51:06 PM
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den5818
Joined On 3/17/2018 2:16:09 PM
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I may be naive, but some of you seem to be "way out there".  You all agree like zombies with no contrarian thinking. Maybe that's more

of an American thing.  I am from Canada.  I see the hospital numbers going high with people that are sick and dying.  In the senior's

place where I work, over 10 people, 20% have died from COVID.  This is real.  Maybe this is part of a great reset, but in the meantime,

people are being severely affected by this virus, hospital workers are exhausted, so we must try to limit the spread and stop this virus

by wearing masks and social distancing.  Doctors and nurses have been wearing masks in hospitals for decades to help limit the

spread of infection. Maybe the PCR test gives lots of false positives and in;ates the numbers but I also think that sick people have

non-false positive results which are legitimate. I am suspicious of the vaccine as well and not sure if I will take it.  I am also suspicious

of the technocratic elite, especially drug and high-tech companies, and we must not let them bully us into less humane, less organic

lives. I will continue to read information from various sources and keep an open mind.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/23/2020 11:10:38 PM
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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Den5818, your points are fair, but I ask you a question: have the Covid deaths been of or with? Here in the UK people have been

going into hospital for "normal" illnesses or accidents and catching Covid in there. You are so right about keeping an open mind;

closed minds are the reason we are in this mess; here our Prime MInister seems to have the word "Booster" on automatic loop.

(Obviously diverting from his own antics in Lockdown - what does he know that we don't?) May I wish you a very Happy Holidays.

Stay strong and keep reading the research.
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I too want to believe that unlike a "conspiracy" some leaders just got caught up in bad Covid responses.  Yet some have de[nitely

entertained these controlling ideas out of a lack of faith or a sense of their personal superiority.  It seems as though

circumstances have conspired that have given opportunities to those who are either delusional or evil (yes, evil).  Said

opportunities are coinciding with many of the disparate contingency plans that have been bandied about for years at places like

Davos and Aspen (Fauci's otce being another place).  I have no real problem in considering many of these authoritarians to be

opportunists rather than conspirators.  Ultimately God will rectify the situation.  "Now is the time for all good men to come to the

aid of their (respective) country".  Thanks for your considered comments.
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RebelChickJMJ
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when 3rd World Nations are using Ivermectin and HCQ to end this "pandemic" and 1st World Nations continue to push the Jab

and NOT PUSH Therapeutics, PREVENTION and EARLY TREATMENT every ALARM goes off in a CRITICALLY THINKING

BRAIN....Look at Stats of Parts of India, Africa, etc...Covid is behind them! I have personally given my HCQ and more recently

Ivermectin to persons who tested positive for Covid (lots of false positives) AND had Covid symptoms- all treated 100%

SUCCESSFULLY within DAYS and all 100% recovered with no lasting symptoms- YES, EARLY TREATMENT which is "pennies on

the dollar" and/or FREE in 3rd World Nations does not equal BILLION$$$ of Dollars for "Experimental injections"....See the "Plan"

here...EARLY Treatment, Prevention (D3 with K, Vitamin C, Quercetain, Melatonin, healthy diet, exercise, fresh air) Works! Do your

own research & Understand what is happening...Best of Health to you!!!!
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Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM
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@Den5818. I too am from Canada and yes you are right, it is not good to throw the baby out with the bath water. However, in

anything there is cause and symptom. What we see and hear is the symptom. Rarely does the average person ever see the cause

that makes them go hmm. The following is a list of my hmmm: 1) Right when this started we were told, "this is the new normal"

or "we are all in this together". Why would they say that. It is like saying, accept this narrative. If there is a disaster wouldn't we

want our leaders to say, "we have a problem, we will [nd the cause of tis problem [x it and get back to our normal lives". If after 6

-12 they couldn't [x it and it looks hopeless then say "this is the new normal"

2) Another slogan ";atten the curve". This was said to reduce burden on the health care system. So why not put resources into

the health care system to create MASH like COVID centres so they keep covid patients away from regular ER where the disease

can spread to other patients thus cancelling or delaying their treatments? Instead Canada gave out $2000 a month to every

unemployed person thus using up billions of dollars that could have gone towards dealing with the disease. Foreign MD who are

brilliant could have been hired and put under the license of a MD and helped with COVID cases.

3) The all cause mortality did not change at all in 2020 from previous years. It did not. All they did was change the classi[cation

and reported it. Deaths are always happening but we never heard about it before. See this video from Dr. Genevieve Briand

www.youtube.com/watch  and this podcast of Denis Rancourt jermwarfare.com/.../all-cause-mortality-shows-no-pandemic  He

also talks about the real reason for rise in COVID deaths (and it is not what you think). The implementation of measures and the

secondary BACTERIAL infections that the patients had and they died from that. Antibiotics were not used. Ivermecin helped with

this.
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@Den5818 (part 2) Ran out of space :) 4) PCR tests being used to determine a positive infection when the inventor of the test,

Kerry Mullis who won a Nobel Prize for this test, said that this test is not designed to diagnose an infectious disease. Check out

his long but informative interview with Gary Null. https/.../watch  

I just went to this website cormandrostenreview.com/report/ which is a peer review of the PCR test and should 10 major ;aws.

Can't get access to this site. Does anyone have the PDF to it? For all those who read 1984 book, you will understand what just

happened there. 5) Counting COVID death as a death that occurs after 28 days of being positive with a PCR test, regardless of

the cause of death. What?? Here is a VERY short video of Dr. Deborah Birx from the US explaining this. Why dd people not jump

over all this, I don't understand. From the Toronto Public Health twitter.com/.../1275888390060285967  Very interesting!

6) And I have not even started talking about the "vaccine" and that there being no mention from health otcials on how to take

care of our own bodies and how to strengthen the immune system. in their eyes we don't own our immune system, they do. Fear

causes us to stop thinking from both our left and right side of the brain and makes us give our trust to other people who don't

really care for us. I see fear in peoples eyes everywhere. They are trying their best to look cool and calm, but they are not. They

are one small spark away from exploding.  The fear is engrained within them and they will not budge from this belief. Just like

anyone reading this will not budge from their belief, whether it be a belief in God, no belief in God or any other ideology. Earth is a

kindergarten and I sincerely hope that this is my last kick at the can at this grade level and the next time I graduate into grade 1.

 Thank you for reading.
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den5818 - perhaps the Canadian government should have been emphasizing the importance of an adequate & protective vitamin

D3 level from the beginning, as well as making HCQ & IVM, among other therapeutics, available to the Canadian population.

 According to recent reports & Dr. McCullough, approximately 85% of those who died from covid-19, died needlessly.
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Mostly the people here are people who happen to agree, largely because they have done the research and they know the

prevailing narratives are false. Most of the overload of hospitals are people who had adverse reactions to the COVID shots. You

should check this out further.  Most elderly people who died with COVID already were close to the end of life. The disease may

have pushed them over the edge. But in general these are not people who would have lived a long time. Their lives are valuable,

but we mustn't lose sight of reality.

I urge you not to get the shots. If you love your life and your work, know that they may cause you to lose all of that. It's vaccine

roulette. In addition, you will shed spike protein, which will sicken your loved ones. Masks don't work. They weaken the immune

system. If you look at graphs of various locations, and see when mask mandates were enacted and where, you will see they

either make no difference, or they are the start of a spike. Social distancing is [ne, but I will hug my relatives. Thank you for

being open minded and continuing to take in more information.
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I believe in the virus. Got really sick and had a friend die. But the means of treating it imposed by cold blooded technocrats are

what Dr. Mercola--and others disagree with. I took HCQ. Ivermectin would prevent hospital over;ows. If lockdowns, masks and

vaccines are so great why are there so many Covid deaths in Canada now? Shouldn't they be much lower than other places where

these measures are not practiced?
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So many smart people here and yet not ONE person really understands what’s going on! Well I’m here to educate you and give you

warning. This is Not going away! You can resist for a while, but the worldwide control is well underway as planned. You see, God’s Holy

Word, the Bible, said what would transpire in the end of days, and we are there Now!! I knew this 42 years ago through a word of

knowledge. You can hug your family and feed the hungry till the cows come home, but if you have not repented of your wicked ways and

accepted the True source of Christmas, which is the birth of God in the ;esh to save mankind from an afterlife of eternal separation and

hell, through belief in His death, burial, and resurrection,  you’re lost. Done. The Great Tribulation is real, the rebirth of Israel is real, the

rapture of the true Church believers is real, and the Great White Throne Judgment Seat of Jesus the Christ is real. So all of you,

including Dr. Mercola need to get saved Now! There is no more time.
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There are keyboard warriors and keyboard missionaries. Both are about as effective. Feeding the poor and loving others is evil?

You have more in common with the NWO than you realize.
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